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 Thermal spraying is commonly used to apply a hard and wear resistant coating to the outside of drill 
pipe. These coatings, however, are susceptible to impact damage and brittle fracture. A fundamental 
understanding is needed for the relationship among wire composition, spray parameters, and developed 
microstructure to improve coating toughness and bonding strength to the substrate. Characterization of the 
coating’s main features was determined by optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) analysis. Effect of process parameter voltage was evaluated by four-point bend testing with digital 
image correlation and Vickers and nano-indentation testing across the coating-substrate interface. It was 
found that as the voltage increased, the number of defects, primarily oxides, decreased. The decrease in 
oxide content led to increased coating strength at the higher voltage conditions. The oxide concentration 
did not exhibit a linear relationship with voltage, indicating that no significant change would occur above 
36.5V.  
 A new composition coating was proposed to increase strength and toughness while still maintaining 
wear properties. The new multi principle element alloy (MPEA) coating composition 
(Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01) was based on favorable findings reported for the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 MPEA. 
Two wires of different material were arced together to form the final coating. The effect of spray pressure 
on the mechanical properties of the coatings was evaluated by four-point bend testing, Vickers hardness, 
and dry sand rubber wheel wear testing. OM and SEM characterizations were performed on the new 
coatings. It was found that the anode and cathode wires did not mix within the arc, during flight, or upon 
deposition resulting in a coating with two different splat compositions. An increase in spray pressure from 
172 to 310 kPa, resulted in the dramatic increase in oxide concentration from 21% to 64% but an 8% 
decrease in outer-fiber stress. The maximum new coating strength was found to be two times that of the 
HH1 coating. The wear rate was over three times greater than that of the HH1 coating. The two spray 
pressure conditions tested exhibited virtually the same wear rate suggesting that the spinel oxides 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Industrial Relevance 
Oil country tubular goods (OCTG) are subjected to high amounts of wear during drilling operations. 
With advancements in directional drilling, drilling with casing, and premium wedge connections; 
operations torque has greatly increased and wear has become a big concern for tubulars in the oilfield [1]. 
Drill pipes are often hard-faced in order to increase wear resistance and extend the life of the drill string [2, 
3]; however, hardfacing requires that the surface is melted to form a metallurgical interface [4]. Thermal 
spray, on the other-hand, forms a mechanical bond with a rough surface and does not affect the substrate 
properties. Additionally, thermal sprayed coatings can significantly reduce the friction between the tool 
joint and surrounding casing increasing the life of both the drill and casing strings [5]. 
1.2 Motivation for Research 
This research expands the knowledge of process parameters on metallurgical and mechanical 
properties of a new cored wire composition (HH-1) developed by White Horse Technology. HH-1 was 
developed for applications on drill pipe and downhole tools to improve wear resistance and reduce friction 
in order to extend operating life. The main issue faced with these types of thermally sprayed coatings is low 
impact resistance, wherein, sections varying in size can chip off of the substrate upon impact during 
transportation, handling on the rig, or down-hole. Improving the coatings toughness while maintaining 
acceptable wear resistance would greatly reduce the occurrence of this issue in both transportation and in 
service. 
1.3 Object and Approach 
The objective of the present research is to characterize the main features of the HH-1 thermal 
sprayed coating. Features such as oxides and porosity are quantified and characterized utilizing optical 
microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging, and X-ray computed tomography (X-ray 
CT). Coating mechanical properties were determined from hardness and four-point bend testing. The effect 
of thermal sprayed droplet characteristics on coating microstructures and properties are evaluated by 
varying the input voltage parameter. Coating morphologies and properties are discussed in connection with 
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the in-flight and deposited droplet conditions to better understand the relationship among the input voltage, 
droplet temperature, oxidation, and final coating structure and properties. 
A new coating composition was developed in order to achieve improved strength and toughness 
while maintaining wear properties. Thermodynamic calculations using Thermo-Calc software were 
performed to predict splat phases and compared with the coatings characteristics reported in literature. OM 
and SEM imaging was also performed to characterize the coatings obtained using the new composition. 
Mechanical properties are determined from Vickers hardness, four-point bend testing, and dry sand rubber 
wheel wear testing. The effect of spray pressure on coating strength and wear rate was evaluated by varying 




CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 Thermal Spray Overview 
 Thermal spray is commonly used in various industrial sectors including automotive, oil and gas, mining, 
aerospace, biomedical, ect. [6]. Thermal spray technologies are advancing and are regarded as key 
environmentally friendly means to modify properties of selected surfaces of critical components [7]. The 
global thermal spray market is expected to reach 12.783 billion USD by the year 2024 with major growth 
in the aerospace and automotive sectors on cylinders, engine parts, and turbine blades to enhance corrosion 
resistance, thermal efficiency, and sliding wear [8]. Market forces have driven the demand for improved 
efficiency and improved part life leading to many opportunities for thermal spray coatings which apply a 
thin layer of higher performing material tailored to the specific application. 
2.2 Thermal Spray Processes 
Thermal spray is a general term that covers a group of processes used to apply metallic, ceramic, 
or cermet coatings [9]. The sprayed particles can be applied as molten, semi-molten, or as solid particles. 
A coating is generated as these particles impact, deform, and build onto the substrate which is accomplished 
by either molten droplets or solid droplets deposited at sufficiently high velocities [10]. Thermal spraying 
can be classified by process based on the input energy and droplet characteristics. The four main categories 
are flame, plasma arc, electric, and cold spray [9]. As shown in Figure 2.1, each of these categories can be 
further broken down with each having their own subsets and unique coating characteristics as they vary 
with velocity, temperature, and droplet size.  
When comparing the coatings of different thermal spray processes it is important to understand the 
temperatures, velocities, and spray environment differences that the spray particles are exposed to. The 
thermal spray process can be simply viewed as a high speed thermal treatment where sprayed material is 
heated to some temperature over a given period of time. The heat over time is governed by the jet. This jet 
can be engineered by utilizing various nozzle designs which the pressurizing gas flows through [11, 12]. 
How long the sprayed material is in the air, or the particle dwell time, is a function of the jet velocity and 
the specific particle characteristics such as material properties and particle morphologies. The temperature 
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of a given particle, on the other hand, is a function of spray process in-put heat, thermal properties of the 
particle, and composition and pressure of the jet. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Thermal spray processes with subsets [9].  
 
Temperature can vary wildly between processes as shown in Table 2.1. Flame spray, depending on 
the fuel, has gas temperatures that range from 2540 to 3150°C representing the low temperature spray 
process. On the opposite end with the highest jet temperature is wire arc thermal spray having jet 
temperatures reaching over 24,000°C with plasma spray next in line with typical temperatures reaching 
20,000°C. These jet temperatures are well above any known material melting temperature. The temperature 
gradient of the jet is severe on the order of several thousand degrees. This is mainly due to the differences 
between the hot jet core and the colder surrounding environment. This causes a temperature gradient both 
as a distance from the nozzle but also radially as the drop in temperature reduces the gas velocity at the core 





Higher jet velocities result in higher velocity particles and higher particle temperatures. It is 
generally desirable to have higher particle velocities resulting in higher impact energies and more 
deformation on impact producing a denser coating with higher bond strength. Additionally, the less time 
that a particle/droplet has in-flight to solidify or partially solidify, increases the coating density and quality 
[9]. Longer dwell times can be compensated by increasing the jet enthalpy and thus particle temperatures. 
This relationship is shown in Table 2.1 comparing the spray processes including the gas flow and 
temperature with particle speeds and coating strengths. For this work, the thermal spray process studied 
was wire arc spray, commonly referred to as twin-wire arc spray (TWAS). 
2.3 Twin-Wire Arc Thermal Spray 
TWAS process, also known as electric arc spray, twin-wire arc, arc spray, or wire arc spray, works 
by feeding two wires together in the gun head where a direct-current electric (dc) arc is struck between the 
wire tips melting them as showing in Figure 2.2 [9, 14]. Compressed air, fed from behind the arc, atomizes 
the molten material and propels molten droplets towards the substrate. Arc temperatures reach temperatures 
above 5000°C well above the melting temperature of any know material [15]. Unlike the other thermal 
Table 2.1 Thermal spray process comparisons for gas flow, gas temperature, particle impact velocity, and 
the relative adhesive strength [6, 13]. 
  Gas flow 
Process gas 
temperature  
Particle impact  
velocity Relative adhesive 
strength (i) Process m3/h ft3/h °C °F m/s ft/s 
Flame powder 11 400 2200 4000 30 100 3 
Flame wire 71 2500 2800 5000 180 600 4 
High velocity 
oxyfuel 28–57 1000–2000 3100 5600 610–1060 2000–3500 8 
Detonation gun … … 3900 7000 1200 3900 8 
Wire arc 71 2500 5500 10,000 240 800 6 
Conventional 
plasma 4.2 150 5500 10,000 240 800 6 
High-energy 
plasma 17–28 600–1000 8300 15,000 240–1220 800–4000 8 
Vacuum plasma 8.4 300 8300 15,000 240–610 800–2000 9 
(i) 1 (low) to 10 (high). (ii) ppm levels.  
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spray processes that use indirect heating to melt particles, TWAS utilizes a dc electric arc to melt the 
material directly making it the most thermal efficient process. This is shown in Table 2.2, where the TWAS 
process uses drastically less power than any of the other spray processes. Additionally, the TWAS has the 
lowest process cost with similar strength and densities to similar combustion processes, making it an 
attractive thermal spray option [6, 15]. 
Due to low spraying costs, moderately high deposition rates, and high cohesive strengths, TWAS 
has found many applications including wear resistant coatings, corrosion resistant coatings, and/or thermal 
barrier coatings. Thermal spray coatings have been widely used across many industries including oil and 
gas, automotive, and aerospace to improve wear resistance, heat resistance, or other key performance 
factors. Due to the ease of application, a TWAS coating can be applied to worn or corroded components to 
restore dimensional accuracy commonly seen on mining and infrastructure components. 
 
 





Table 2.2 Thermal spray process comparisons for coating strength, oxide content, process cost, spray rate, 
and power [6, 13]. 








spray rate  Power 
Process kg/h lb/h kW hp 
Flame powder Low 6 3 7 15 25–75 34–100 
Flame wire Medium 4 3 9 20 50–100 70–135 
High velocity 
oxyfuel Very high 0.2 5 14 30 100–270 135–360 
Detonation gun Very high 0.1 … … … … … 
TWAS (wire arc) High 0.5–3 1 16 35 4–6 5–8 
Conventional 
plasma High 0.5–1 5 5 10 30–80 40–110 
High-energy 
plasma Very high 0.1 4 23 50 100–250 135–335 
Vacuum plasma Very high (ii) 10 10 24 50–100 70–135 
(i) 1 (low) to 10 (high). 
 
2.3.1 TWAS Equipment 
For TWAS, two consumable wire electrodes are fed together in a gun head by guiding the wires through 
contact tips. There are several wire-feeding design types including feeders that push, pull, or are a 
combination of push and pull designs. For the pull-type design, motors in the gun pull the wires from the 
spools where the motor type determines pull distance and type of wire spool depending on torque 
limitations. For the push-type design, the motor is located by the spool and is remotely controlled by the 
gun resulting in a lighter weight gun easier to handle by the spray operator. The gun-to-feeder distance is 
now determined by the wire column strength instead of limited by the motor type. However, for this design 
softer or smaller diameter wires are difficult to use in the push-type without buckling. Both push and pull 
type designs are limited to an approximate gun-to-feeder distance of 6 m (20 ft) [9]. If greater distances are 
required, the combination push/pull design can be used to achieve gun-to-feeder distances of greater than 
15 m (50 ft). This is because the push/pull design unitizes both a gun and drive motor. Limitations exist 
with a heavy gun due to the motor, just like the pull type design, which fatigues operators and can cause 
quality issues that arise from out of synch drive and gun motors. For this study the push-type AT-400 Wire 
Arc Spray System was used as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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 The push-type AT-400 Wire Arc Spray System requires electrically conductive material in wire form 
with sizes between 11 and 14 gauge, or wire diameters between 1.57 mm (0.062”) to 2.31 mm (0.091”). A 
three phase constant potential dc power source provides arc voltages between 18 and 40 volts and can 
operate between 15 and 400 amps. The wire feeder consists of four-drive roll per wire. Debris and dust is 
blown off of each wire before entering the coaxial cables by bypass air routed through the drive housing 
and coaxial cables. The coaxial cables are insulated power cables charged positive and negative and provide 
a path for the consumable wires from the wire-feeder to the gun head. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 AT-400 Wire Arc Spray System used to thermal spray samples for this study. 
 
 
 The two axial cables and the air pressure line all connect to the gun head. The consumable wires are fed 
through copper wire guide tips into the high velocity air cap as shown in Figure 2.4. This assembly is then 
connected to a detachable gun handle with an on/off trigger switch that an operator can use to control spray. 
Once the gun handle trigger is activated, the consumable wires begin to be fed forward to the point where 
an arc is struck across the wire tips. The air cap directs the high velocity air across the arc zone and produces 








Figure 2.4 AT-400 Wire Arc Spray System gun assembly [16]. 
 
 
2.3.2 Droplet Formation 
 As discussed in Section 2.3.1, molten metal droplets are formed when compresses air is passed over the 
arc zone propelling the molten material away from the gun nozzle. Compressed air removes molten material 
from the arc in the form of ribbons as a result of the transfer of kinetic energy from the gas to the molten 
material [17]. Atomization of the molten material occurs from Rayleigh instabilities that form on the surface 
of molten ribbons producing droplets. This is visualized in three stages as shown in Figure 2.5. The first 
stage represents the formation and growth of disturbance waves, followed by the fragmentation of liquid 
sheets in stage 2, before finally forming the droplets in stage 3 [18]. The droplets undergo further changes 
due to surface tension and additional pressure forces. Droplet size is dependent on the thermodynamic 
properties of the spray material and pressurizing gas, as well as the processing parameters. For metals, 
spheroidization of molten metal thermal spray droplets is rapid due to large surface tension forces (60-2,400 





Figure 2.5 Atomization stages showing the breakdown of liquid sheets in to droplets [18]. 
 
 
During TWAS, the melting of the anode and cathode is asymmetric as the cathode is consumed 
more rapidly. The cathode has a more constricted arc attachment as compared with the diffuse arc 
attachment at the anode resulting in higher melting rates. This has been visualized during the TWAS 
spraying of aluminum by utilizing high-speed photography with a shadowgraph setup [12]. Figure 2.6 
shows the high-speed photograph taken of the asymmetric Al melting behavior of the anode and cathode 




Figure 2.6 High-speed photograph of Al droplet formation for TWAS [12]. 
 
 
Hussary (2007) further explored the melting within the TWAS arc for TAFA 30T medium carbon 
steel and categorized the metal breakup into three types: Rayleigh axisymmetric breakup, Rayleigh non-
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axisymmetric breakup, and membrane breakup [17]. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic of each type of liquid 
metal breakup mechanism with Figure 2.7 (a) showing the Rayleigh axisymmetric breakup mechanism and 
Figure 2.7 (b) showing both the Rayleigh non-axisymmetric breakup and membrane breakup mechanisms. 
The Rayleigh axisymmetric breakup is characterized by the molten metal stretched parallel to the jet axis. 
This parallel stretching is the result of forces acting in opposite directions on the liquid sheet. The 
aerodynamic drag force acts in the downstream direction with the surface tension force acting in the 
upstream direction. This results in amplified Kelvin-Helmholts instabilities breaking up droplets having 
trajectories parallel to the jet axis [20]. The Rayleigh non-axisymmetric breakup results from forces in the 
transverse direction from converting eddies. These eddies arise from complex jet flow generated in the 
shear layer [21].  
 
The membrane breakup is categorized by a hole that develops in the center of thinly stretched 
molten sheets of material at the edge of the electrode. This hole develops on molten material near the 
electrode due to the high surface tension of liquid metal at the edges of the membrane pulling the liquid 
metal into a ring shape. The molten ring then further breaks up into droplets down the jet stream by either 
 
Figure 2.7 Schematic demonstrating the three types of liquid metal breakup mechanisms. 
Axisymmetric breakup shown on both the anode and cathode (a). Non-axisymmetric breakup shown on 





Rayleigh axisymmetric breakup or Rayleigh non-axisymmetric breakup mechanisms [17]. This study will 
focus on TWAS of metals noting that thermal spraying of a variety of materials and composites is possible. 
2.3.3 In-Flight Droplet Behavior 
 
2.3.3.1 Secondary Atomization 
 After droplet formation and just after leaving the arc, droplets undergo further changes from additional 
pressure forces and undergo more disintegration if the dynamic pressure forces from gas stream velocity 
exceed the surface tension forces of the droplet [19]. This relationship is given by the maximum stability 
criterion expression [22]: 
 0.5𝜌𝑔(∆𝑉)2 = 𝐶 (𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑑) (2.1) 
   
where 𝜌𝑔 is the atomizing gas density, ∆𝑉 is the difference between the atomizing gas and droplet velocities, 
the constant 𝐶 represents an empirical value dependent of the spray system, droplet surface tension is given 
by 𝜎𝑑, and droplet diameter given as 𝑑𝑑. This results in an unequal pressure distribution and deformation 
from the original spherical shape generated in stage 3 of droplet formation discussed in Section 2.3.2. This 
process of droplet deformation from aerodynamic forces causing fragmentation, is termed secondary 
atomization. Deformation is resisted by the droplet surface tension (𝜎) and viscosity (𝜇). The main 
dimension parameters affecting secondary atomization are the Weber number (𝑊𝑒) and the Ohnesorge 
number (𝑂ℎ) which are represented by the following expressions: 
 𝑊𝑒 = 𝜌𝑔𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙2 𝑑𝑑𝜎  (2.2) 
and   
 𝑂ℎ = 𝜇𝑑√𝜌𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜎 (2.3) 
   
where 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙  is the relative velocity, and 𝜌𝑑 is the droplet density [23]. The Weber number represents the 
ratio of the aerodynamic force for disrupting the droplet to the surface tension force resisting. The 
Ohnesorge number represents the ratio between the viscous and surface tension forces. Higher 𝑊𝑒 indicates 
higher fragmentation while a higher 𝑂ℎ indicates less fragmentation. 
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 Secondary atomization occurs by various breakup modes identified by Pilch and Erdman [24] and 
termed by Hsiang and Faeth [25]. These breakup modes include vibrational, bag, multimode, sheet-
thinning, and catastrophic [26].  Figure 2.8 shows a schematic of the three most common break-up modes 
in sequence of increasing 𝑊𝑒 [23]. The first mode, having the lowest 𝑊𝑒, is termed bag breakup. The 
droplet deforms into a disk leading to a positive pressure difference between the front and wake resulting 
in the center of the droplet moving downstream forming the thin “bag” shape. Once a critical bag size is 
formed, the deformed droplet will fragment forming a large number of small droplets at the front with larger 
droplets forming from the rim at the back.  
 
 Multimode breakup is the second mode and resembles bag breakup but with the front stamen forming a 
long ligament in the center of the bag. The front edges form fine particles like bag breakup with the back 
rim and stamen forming larger droplets. The third breakup mode has the highest 𝑊𝑒 and involves the 
droplet deforming into a thin disk where sheets are created and form around the rim due to Kelvin-
Helmholtz (K-H) waves. As the sheets are drawn, fine droplets are fragmented around the edges with this 
continuing until the core droplet in the middle is at a stable diameter with the surrounding aerodynamic 
 





forces. Webber number can be targeted to result in a break-up mode that reduces the variability in droplet 
diameter while considering the simultaneous oxidation and temperature effects of changing spray pressure. 
2.3.3.2 In-Flight Oxidation 
 During flight the molten metal particles are exposed to the jet environment where oxidation is largely 
dependent on the oxygen content of the atomizing gas. Oxidation of metals is a time dependent process 
with linear and parabolic fundamental types [27]. Linear is a character of alkaline metals with a non-
continuous oxide film where the evolution of mass and exposed time are ∆𝑚~𝑡 respectively. Parabolic has 
a continuous oxide film, ∆𝑚~𝑡0.5, and is present for metals such as nickel and iron. During flight, the 
molten droplets are subjected to shear forces acting on the surface from the high-velocity gas flow. This 
creates convection motion of the liquid in the droplet resulting in higher rates of oxidation as fresh liquid 
is continuously brought to the droplet surface to react with oxygen [10]. The motion of liquid within the 
droplet is schematically shown in Figure 2.9. 
 
 




 In-flight oxidation can be characterized by the formation of metastable oxides and spherical oxide 
inclusions [10]. A study on APS sprayed 316L austenitic stainless steel powders found that in-flight 
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reactions formed metastable oxides of spinel type Fe3-xCrxO4 (1.90 > x > 1.56) with mixed cations of Cr, 
Fe, Mn, and Si [29]. Oxides form by either chemical reactions between the droplet surface liquid and oxygen 
or by the diffusion of oxygen into the liquid. Observations of thermal sprayed Ni – 5 wt. % Al by APS and 
TWAS suggest that oxides start to segregate towards the front of the droplet during flight [30]. Figure 2.10 
(a) shows a schematic of the droplet during flight where the Al2O3 shell builds up at the front with Figure 
2.10 (b) showing an oxidized particle that was found within the TWAS sprayed coating that did not form a 
splat due to solidifying before impact with the substrate. The oxides segregate to the front of the droplet 
due to velocity effects where the lower viscosity liquid metal moves to the rear of the droplets thus pushing 
the oxides forward. Capillary flow in the droplets pushes the liquid aluminum oxide away from the hot 
region in the back of the droplet to the cooling front end.  
 
 
Figure 2.10 Schematic of in-flight Ni – 5 wt. % Al molten droplet with oxides segregation to front (a) 




 Oxidation of droplets is not limited to spraying with air atomizing gas but is also observed when nitrogen 
is used due to the inevitable entrapment of oxygen into the spray plume from the surrounding air [31]. A 
study of TWAS sprayed 1.6 mm plain carbon steel (TAFA 38T) wire found that when incrementally 
increasing the oxygen content of the atomizing gas, the spray temperature increased, deposit carbon content 
decreased, and deposit oxygen content increased [14]. Figure 2.11 shows the relationship between oxygen 
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content in a nitrogen based atomizing gas on the deposit oxygen and carbon content. At the wire tips, the 
metal is heated well above the melting point resulting in vaporization of iron and carbon which, in the 
presence of oxygen, reacts to form Fe3O4 dust and carbon dioxide respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Graph showing the effect of oxygen content in a nitrogen based atomizing gas on the 
deposit oxygen and carbon content [14]. 
 
 
2.3.3.3 In-Flight Nucleation 
 Solidification during flight occurs primarily heterogeneously by one or more of the following scenarios: 
(i) heterogeneous nucleation within the droplet, (ii) surface oxidation, and (iii) inter-particle collisions [19]. 
For homogeneous nucleation, the droplets need to be sufficiently small to allow the necessary undercooling 
[32]. A study on atomized 7150 Al powders found that nucleation occurred primarily at the droplet surface 
and then developed dendrite arms in a fan shaped manner around and into the droplet [33]. Figure 2.12 (a) 
shows a powder particle intercepted by a copper plate where two nucleation events were observed starting 
at the droplet surface. Figure 2.12 (b) shows a similar situation but has three nucleation events with one of 
them starting within the droplet. Even though surface nucleation is the dominant mechanism, there were 
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still cases where nucleation occurred within the interior of the droplet which was attributed to nucleation 
sites such as inclusions or surficial oxides. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Cross-section of atomized 7150 Al powders [33]. 
 
 
 As the Al droplets move down the spray stream away from the gun-head, heat is rapidly lost due to 
convection from the atomizing gas. Nucleation occurs at some temperature below the liquidus temperature. 
Figure 2.12 shows that there are several nucleation events per droplet. Based on experimental observations, 
there are six nucleation events on each droplet irrespective of its size (N = 6) [33]. Assuming isotropic 
growth, the extended volume fraction (𝑥𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑒) of the heterogeneous nuclei within a droplet can be calculated 
as: 





   
where N is the number of nucleation sites, 𝑉 is volume, 𝑇 is temperature, and 𝑡 is time. The growth of the 
nucleus will start on the droplet surface and grow into the droplet forming spherical caps as shown in Figure 









 Nucleation was followed by a rapid recalescence from the release of the latent heat during solidification. 
This was followed by an increase in droplet temperature approaching the equilibrium transformation 
temperature which is shown in Figure 2.14 (a). In contrast to the Scheil’s rule, eutectic plateaus did not 
appear resulting in a final microstructure obtained containing no eutectic composition. Droplets of various 
sizes experience different undercooling and, as a result, smaller particles experience rapid recalescence as 
the crystalline embryos quickly grow into the deeply undercooled liquid. This effect is shown in Figure 
2.14 (b). [33] 
 
 
(a)                                                                        (b) 





2.3.4 Droplet Impact and Solidification 
 Once droplets impact the surface they deform into a splat. Droplets impact the surface as either liquid, 
partially solid, or fully solid. There exists a complex thermal history of undercooling, nucleation, 
decalescence, and equilibrium solidification. The heterogeneous mixture of the microstructure is thus 
dependent on the solidification characteristics of the in-flight droplets, interaction of droplet and substrate 
on impact and splat to splat interactions [19]. During the deposition phase, the repeated impact of droplets 
causes fragmentation of the droplet and deposit dendrite arms as is shown schematically in Figure 2.15 
[35]. During deposition, when a droplet impinges onto the previously deposited layer, rapid heat transfer 
occurs across the layer which is analogous to rapid quenching, and thus, homogeneous nucleation becomes 
the dominant mechanism [36]. The mechanism by which the particles adhere to the substrate and underlying 
coating layer is primarily by mechanical anchorage [10]. Thus, the surface of the substrate has to be 
prepared in order for there to be adhesion. 
 




2.3.4.1 Substrate Surface Preparation 
 In order to ensure that the coating will adhere to the substrate, the surface needs to be prepared by 
cleaning, shaping if necessary, and activation [10]. Cleaning of the substrate is a broad concept ranging 
from removal of grease to the removal of old coating. After cleaning, the substrate needs to be shaped 
depending on the geometry. If substrate geometries have sharp edges or areas difficult to spray, the 
adherence of the coating will be poor. Some examples of acceptable and unacceptable substrate geometries 
are provided in Figure 2.16.  
 
 Shaping can be performed by machining, grinding, or designed into the substrate depending on the 
application and coating material. Some substrates do not require shaping if they already have curved 
surfaces such as pipes, pistons, and rollers. The last step, activation, requires roughening the surface so that 
adherence is possible. The most common activation technique is abrasive grit blasting which involves hard 
grit particles accelerated to the surface by compressed air resulting in a roughened surface that the spray 
can anchor to. Commonly used grits include ceramic grits such as alumina or silica, and metals such as cast 
iron or steel in spherical or irregular shapes [38]. The size of the grit is selected based on the desired coating 
 





characteristics with finer grits typically used for thinner coatings. The surface activation influences the 
adhesion strength, with higher surface roughness resulting in improved coating bonding. 
2.3.4.2 Splat Formation 
 After a droplet impacts the substrate, it deforms into a splat which is the fundamental building block of 
the thermal spray coating [39]. As the splat flattens, heat is rapidly removed from the splat into the 
underlying substrate with solidification rates between 105 and 108 °C/s. The cooling rate is related to the 
degree of flatting that the droplet experiences on impact which is governed by droplet size, temperature, 
velocity, and material, as well as the thermal conductivity of the substrate [40]. A relationship between 
splat thickness and cooling rate has been developed and tested for various material systems [40, 41]. Table 
2.3 shows the cooling rates versus splat thickness of an iron splat on a copper substrate. Particle deformation 
and solidification happen almost simultaneously and are dependent on such factors as wettability, substrate 
temperature, liquid droplet viscosity and surface temperature, and phase content within droplet between 
solid and liquid [10]. 
 
Table 2.3 Cooling rate vs. splat thickness for an Fe splat an Cu substrate and 30°C [41]. 
Splat Thickness (cm) Average Cooling Rate (°C/s) 
0.1 (1 mm) 8.1 × 103 
0.01 (100 µm) 8.1 × 105 
10-3 (10 µm) 8.1 × 107 
10-4 (1.0 µm) 8.1 × 109 
10-5 (0.1 µm) 8.1 × 1011 
 
 Splats occur in two main morphologies called pancake and flower depending on the wetting between 
the splat and underlying layer. Wetting examples are shown in Figure 2.17 where increasing angle α 
improves wetting and results in a pancake-type splat permitting the formation of close contact between the 
substrate and splat lamella [42]. If the liquid droplet does not wet well with the substrate, the contact surface 





Figure 2.17 Good and bad wetting angles between splat and substrate [43]. 
 
 
 Experimental results for plasma-sprayed niobium particles on steel, alumina, and glass substrates found 
that droplets impacting the steel and alumina formed pancake-type splats while droplets impacting the glass 
substrate exploded and formed the flower-type splat [44]. Due to the lower thermal conductivity of the 
glass, the splat maintained a higher temperature resulting in a higher contact temperature. The combination 
of weak wetting between the liquid niobium and higher contact temperature promoted the droplet 
fragmentation into flower morphology. The cooling rate of sprayed niobium particles on glass was 
approximately 5-6 × 107 K/s where on the steel substrate it was an order of magnitude higher at 
approximately 2 × 108 K/s. 
 Innumerous cases exist for how a splat can impact a substrate depending on factors such as particle 
oxidation, speed, substrate roughness, in-flight collision, and coating thickness effects [10]. In order to 
simplify the splat formation cases, it is useful to consider a single droplet impacting an idealized substrate. 
A range of cases was considered for the formation of plasma-sprayed ceramic thermal barrier coatings to 




 Case A represents a splat forming on a flat surface with case B identical to case A but with porosity 
under the impact region restricting flattening. For case C, the splat encounters another splat boundary and 
must fill the space available before flowing over creating an interlocking mechanism. Cases D and E 
represent rough surfaces that the splat flows over with Case E experiencing a steep slope created by other 
splats which it flows down. Cases F and G, represent the top layer of the coating where the splat to curls up 
due to temperature differences between the top and bottom with Case G having a peak which pins the splat, 
modifying its curl. Lastly, Case H and I represent the impact of solidified solid droplets which impact and 
bounce off instead of adhering. 
2.3.4.3 Splat Oxidation 
 After droplets impact, deforming into splats, oxides begin to form as cooling progresses. The top surface 
of the splat is exposed to oxygen containing atmosphere which oxidizes the surface as the splat cools. Oxide 
 





layer thickness is several orders of magnitude less than the splat thickness where turbulent mixing of the 
splat liquid distributes oxides which slow down the solidification by decreasing the thermal diffusivity of 
the liquid phase [43]. Oxidation also contributes to splat splashing which results in greater oxidation. 
Increasing the splat initial temperature results in increased oxidation kinetics and splat solidification time 
both increasing the final oxide content. It has been observed for plasma sprayed molybdenum that increases 
in oxide content reduced the splat radius and increased the thickness as shown in Figure 2.19 [46]. This is 
due to an increase in liquid metal viscosity reducing flattening, as well as, a decrease in solidification rate 
at the bottom of the splat.  
 In addition to splat surface oxidation, oxides are also present under the splat from in-flight oxidation. 
Observation of thermal sprayed Ni – 5 wt. % Al by APS and TWAS found that oxides start to segregate 
towards the front of the droplet forming an oxide shell during flight which splashes under the metal splat 
upon impact [30]. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.20 where the dark region represents oxide shell 
spreading under the splat. This behavior was only observed for TWAS and APS and did not occur for 
HVOF spraying where in-flight oxidation was reduced due to higher particle velocities and lower 
temperature [47]. Without the formation of oxides during flight, the molten droplet instead contains 
dissolved oxygen which improves wetting and increases flattening [48]. 
 
 





Figure 2.20 Schematic showing oxide shell splashing beneath splat [30]. 
 
 
2.3.4.4 Phase Transformations and Residual Stress 
 Molten droplets impact the substrate and undergo rapid solidification resulting in thermal contraction as 
the splat is restrained by the cooler underlying material [49]. This thermal contraction generates tensile 
stress in the splat known as quench stress which generates bulk residual stresses in the deposit that can lead 
to coating peeling, warping, and loss of dimensional tolerances [49-51]. Figure 2.21 shows a schematic of 
this process where (a) shows the molten droplet before impact, (b) shows the droplet deforming across the 
substrate with the rapid heat flow from the droplet to the underlying layer, and (c) showing the quench 
stresses present within the droplet.  
 
 
Figure 2.21 Origen of quench stress during thermal spraying progressing from before droplet impact 





 A study was conducted on TWAS sprayed copper-coated, 1.6mm 38T wire (Fe-0.8 wt. %C) sprayed at 
various surface temperatures. The goal was to control the phases generated, namely the expansive bainite 
transformation, to counteract the tensile quench stresses [49]. In this study, a series of shells were 
manufactured with steady-state average temperatures ranging from 170°C and 450°C in 25°C intervals to 
determine the relationship between distortion and surface temperature. Spraying was carried out on steel 
plates as shown in Figure 2.22 with a spring-loaded linear position sensor that could measure distortion 
over spray time of the substrate and shell. 
 It was found that residual stress varied greatly with the substrate temperatures. Figure 2.23 shows that 
there were three shell states; concave distortion driven by thermal contraction tensile stress (quench 
stresses), convex distortion driven by phase transformation compressive stress, and zero distortion where 
compressive and tensile stresses balance [49]. The competing phases were the austenite and bainite, as the 
substrate temperatures were above the martensite start (Ms) temperature. The phase transformation paths 
can be viewed on the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram shown in Figure 2.25 which 
estimates that the spay composition will behave similarly to 1018 steel. Path a represents the cooling path 
for a droplet impacting the substrate preheated to 200°C. In this case, splats experienced quench stresses 
from rapid cooling from A1 = 723°C to 200°C which can be represented by: 
 𝜎𝑄 = ( 𝐸1 − 𝑣)𝛼∆𝑇 (2.5) 
   
where 𝐸 and 𝑣 are the sprayed shell Young’s modulus and poisons ratio respectively, 𝛼 is the coefficient 
of thermal expansion, and ∆𝑇 is the change in temperature from A1 to controlled surface temperature. This 





Figure 2.22 Schematic diagram for experimental set up for in-situ measurements of distortion [49]. 
 
 
 Near the end of the spraying time for path a, some of the austenite was speculated to decompose to 
bainite but with slow kinetics. The limited expansive bainite transformation was not enough to counteract 
the tensile stresses and the convex distortion. For a surface temperature maintained at 255 °C during 
spraying, the cooling was expected to follow path b. Like with the 200 °C case, the quench rate was too 
rapid to allow diffusional phase transformations. However, unlike the 200 °C case, there was a significant 
time spent in the bainite region on the TTT diagram allowing the diffusional lower bainite transformation 
to take place for a significant volume fraction. 
 
 
Figure 2.23 Schematic diagram for experimental set up for in-situ measurements of distortion [49]. 
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 The expansive transformation resulted in a net compressive stress state as observed in Figure 2.23. For 
path c, unlike the 255 °C case, bainite formation did not progress significantly over the spray time. This 
resulted in a net tensile or convex distortion like the 200°C case. This study showed that there existed a 
range of temperatures between approximately 210°C and 390°C where the expansive transformation 
dominated resulting in a net concave distortion. Thus, there are two temperatures where a net residual stress 
state of zero could be achieved. [49] 
 
 
Figure 2.24 Schematic TTT diagram for electric arc sprayed steel showing cooling paths for shells 
sprayed with average temperatures of (a) 200 °C; (b) 255 °C; and (c) 450 °C [49, 53]. 
 
 
2.4 Process Parameters 
 Thermal spraying has many variables that can be manipulated to produce the desired finial coating 
structure. Thermal spray process variables are commonly categorized into manipulation control, time, 
temperature, and mass variables [54]. For TWAS, the manipulable variables include surface speed, standoff 
distance, pitch increment, and spray angle. Surface speed represents the relation between gun and part 
speeds, the standoff distance is defined as the distance between the gun-face and sprayed substrate, the pitch 
increments are the distances that the gun moves per pass or revolution example being the coating of a pipe 
set at some revolutions per minute (rpm) and forward advancing speed, and lastly the spray angle is given 
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as some angle between 0° and 90° to the substrate. The time variables include air pressure, atomizing gas 
characteristics, and arc characteristics. Air pressure can be influenced by various gun designs and greatly 
influences the jet speed [11, 15, 55]. Atomizing gas characteristics include gas type or mixture, density, and 
thermal conductivity. Arc characteristics are affected by voltage and amperage which influence material 
breakup, and thus, the speed and flow of sprayed material. The third process variable category is 
temperature and includes available energy, consumable material characteristics, and spray environment. 
The energy supplied to the system is governed by the input amperage and voltage as well as how quickly 
the material is being removed and thermal heat dispersed. Consumable material characteristics include wire 
composition, mass, thermal properties, electrical properties, and wire type such as solid or cored. The spray 
environment is defined as the atomizing gas type, spray speed, in-flight reactions such as oxidation, and 
distance the spray material has to travel which influence the droplet temperature on impact [54, 56]. 
2.4.1 Effect of Voltage 
 Arc voltage ranges typically from 20-40V and is set before spraying depending on the material, air 
pressure, and spray distance [10]. Input voltage influence the mean droplet size, droplet speed, and droplet 
impact temperature which are critical to final coating structure as it relates directly to cooling rates [9]. 
Studies on the iron sprays have found that as voltage is increased, the mean droplet diameter on impact was 
decreased [9, 57-59]. In a study of TWAS of Fe-0.8 wt. % C, it was found that mean droplet diameter 
decreased by approximately 15 μm when increasing the input voltage from 27 to 40 V [58]. Figure 2.25 
shows the effect of voltage on mean solidified droplet diameter (dm) produced by TWAS Fe-0.8 wt.% C 1.6 
mm diameter steel wires using N2 atomizing gas at 280 k Pa gas pressure and 3 gs-1 wire feed rate. Mean 
droplet diameter was determined by mounting the spray gun on the top of the 2.6 m vertical chamber and 










 As voltage increased, droplet velocity decreased and temperature increased. A study using in-flight 
particle pyrometry on Fe-0.8 wt.% C TWAS found that as input voltage was increased from 27 to 41V the 
spray temperature increased from approximately 2000°C to 2200°C at a spray distance of 150 mm using 
nitrogen atomizing gas [57]. Increasing voltage leads to an increase in arc temperature resulting in more 
rapidly heated spray before leaving the arc. The decrease in droplet velocity was dependent on the spray 
distance. As voltage increased, droplet size decreased resulting in particles that were accelerated more 
rapidly; however, at the spray distance of 150 mm, these smaller droplets were more easily slowed down 
by the rapidly decreasing gas velocity. Figure 2.26 shows the effect of input voltage on velocity and 
temperature. The degree of influence voltage has on velocity and temperature was found to be different for 






                                          (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 2.26 The effect of arc voltage on spray velocity (a) and spray temperature (b) at a spray 
distance of 150 mm, spraying with air and nitrogen atomizing gasses at a pressure of 280 kPa and 3 g s-
1 wire feed rate [57].  
 
 
 There exist voltage fluctuations during the formation of droplets that arise from the arc movement during 
spraying resulting in periodic removal of molten material from the wire tips. Newbery proposed that a 
relationship exists between arc voltage and droplet diameter that occurred in three stages [58]. Figure 2.27 
(a) shows the voltage stages over time with Figure 2.27 (b) showing a schematic of the voltage stages as 
they relate to droplet formation. Stage 1 is when voltage is relatively high and the arc is stable, extending 
toward the wire tips. A small amount of molten material begins to form a layer and starts to build up at the 
wire tip. Stage 2 is characterized by a sharp drop in arc voltage as a result of the arc becoming unstable 
after the critical volume of molten material has developed at the wire tip. The critical molten metal volume 
is dependent on drag forces from the atomizing gas which removes the molten material. The rapid decrease 
in voltage occurs as the arc returns to the shortest wire separation. Stage 3 occurs after the molten droplets 
are removed and the arc begins to extend again before the cycle occurs again. This voltage cycle was 
measured during spraying using a software which logs time resolved voltages at 100 kHz over 2.62 s at 
steady state spraying. 
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 As voltage increased, there was an increase in energy supplied to the arc resulting in a higher temperature 
arc [60]. Higher arc temperature results in faster melting and, as a result, the wire tips grow further apart 
and increase the arc width. Higher temperature molten material has reduced viscosity and surface tension 







Figure 2.27 Voltage stages with respect to time (a) and schematic showing droplet formation at wire 




2.4.2 Effect of Amperage 
 For TWAS, amperage relates directly to wire feed rate. Amperage can be controlled between 15-400 
amps [16]. Changes in amperage affect deposition rates, spray temperature, and droplet velocities. The 
effects of the amperage are more complex because for increases or decreases in feed rate there is a machine 
calibrated electric current adjustment supplied to the arc to compensate and help maintain stable melting 
and deposition [58]. A study was conducted on Fe-0.8 wt. % C steel wires sprayed at various amperages 
with results presented as wire feed rate [57]. Thus, even though amperage is a controllable parameter on 
the TWAS machine, it is more practical to provide wire feed rate because electric current is constantly 
being adjusted to maintain this value.  
 It was found that increased wire feed rate reduced the spray velocity, as shown in Figure 2.28 (a), as a 
result of the increased mass in the jet stream. Wire feed rate had little effect on the spray temperature as 
shown in Figure 2.28 (b). This is because the molten material can be removed at a certain temperature 
where the liquid viscosity and surface tension are low enough for the atomizing gas to remove it. Thus, 
material is removed at approximately the same temperature regardless of the feed rate [57]. 
 
 
                                          (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 2.28 The effect of wire feed rate on spray velocity (a) and spray temperature (b) at a spray 
distance of 150 mm, spraying with air and nitrogen atomizing gasses at a pressure of 280 kPa and 34V 




 Amperage also has an effect on the droplet diameter. As wire feed rate increases, droplet diameter 
increases as shown in Figure 2.29 [58]. Increasing the amperage results in an increase in wire feed rate thus 
increasing the amount of material melted per unit time. More material builds up at the wire tips before being 
removed, resulting in an increase of droplet diameter. Steel has been selected as the example for the 
amperage effects on velocity, temperature, and size; however, it is worth noting that every power supply 




Figure 2.29 Effect of wire feed rate on mean solidified droplet diameter for TWAS Fe-0.8C [58].  
 
 
 Table 2.4 TWAS rates for various materials [9]. 
Wire   g/min (lb/h)/100 A dc 
Aluminum   45 (6) 
Steel   76 (10) 
Stainless steel   76 (10) 
Tin   341 (45) 
Titanium   23 (3) 




2.4.3 Effect of Air Pressure and Atomizing Gas 
 Air pressures typically used for TWAS range between 100 to 700 kPa [10]. Increasing gas pressure 
increases spray velocity, decreases spray temperature, and reduces droplet size [9, 10, 57]. The most 
commonly used atomizing gasses used for TWAS are nitrogen and dried processed air. A study on the 
effect of atomizing gas pressure for TWAS of Fe-0.8 wt. % C steel found that when air pressure was 
increased from 140 to 410 kPa, spray velocity increased by 50 m/s as shown in Figure 2.30 (a) [57]. In this 
study it was also found that over this pressure range, spray temperature 150 mm from the spray gun was 
reduced by 80°C which is shown in Figure 2.30 (b) [57]. Similar findings were also reported for AS850 
cored wires and solid nickel wires [59]. 
 
 
                                          (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 2.30 The effect of gas pressure on spray velocity (a) and spray temperature (b) at a spray 
distance of 150 mm, spraying with air and nitrogen atomizing gasses at a wire feed rate of 3 g/s and arc 
voltage of 34 V [57].  
 
 
 Atomizing gas type does not have a significant effect on spray velocity but has a significant effect on 
spray temperature as shown in Figure 2.30 (b) where at any given pressure the spray temperature of air was 
over 100°C greater. Oxidation reactions occur at a much higher rate when spraying with air due to the 
oxygen content which is not as present when spraying with nitrogen [14]. The oxidation reactions are 
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exothermic and significantly raise the temperature of the arc. Additionally, higher spray pressures also 
increase oxide content which is why the temperature difference between nitrogen and air increased at higher 
pressures [12, 57]. 
 Air pressure has the greatest process parameter effect on mean particle size. This is because the main 
factor generating droplets are the drag forces removing molten material from the wire tips within the arc. 
For Fe-0.8 wt. % C steel TWAS, droplet diameter was reduced by more than half when increasing the gas 
pressure from 150 to 550 kPa which is shown in Figure 2.31 [58]. 
 
 




2.4.4 Effect of Spray Distance 
 Spray distance, along with velocity, determine how long a droplet will be in flight which influences the 
droplet impact temperature and velocity. Figure 2.32 shows the relationship between velocity and 
temperature for TWAS sprayed Fe-0.8 wt. % C steel wires [57]. As expected, the mean droplet temperature 
continuously decreases for increased spray distances due to the droplet loosing heat to the surrounding jet 
stream. Velocity, on the hand, reaches a maximum value at some spray distance before continuously 
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decreasing. This is because droplets are accelerated by the atomizing gas to a maximum velocity at some 
spray distance before the droplets begin to be slowed by drag forces of the rapidly decreasing gas velocity. 
 
 
Figure 2.32 Effect of spray distance and atomizing gas type on mean droplet temperature and velocity 
for TWAS Fe-0.8C sprayed at 34 V arc voltage, atomizing gas pressure of 280 kPa, and wire feed rate 
of 1 g/s [57].  
 
 
 As was previously shown in Figure 2.14, increasing the spray distance results in a larger volume fraction 
of the droplet solidified before impact as was observed for spray forming of 7150 Al powders [33]. The 
microstructure of the coating is heavily dependent upon the solidification condition of the impinging droplet 
where the solidified dendrites fracture upon impact and act as nucleation sites. This creates a mix of small 
grains from the rapid solidification and large grains from the in-flight solidification. 
2.5 Solidification Modeling 
 
2.5.1 Early Theoretical Model 
Early modeling of the thermal spray atomization and deposit was performed by Madejski which 
determined the degree of flattening of the solidifying droplets [61]. The problem consists of the two 
simultaneous processes of the liquid motion and of the solidification. The model was related to experimental 
measurements of individual droplets of alumina (Al2O3) as shown in Figure 2.33 sprayed at a velocity of 




Figure 2.33 Photograph of alumina disks obtained from plasma spraying [61]. 
 
 
 The area covered by the droplet was estimated by the ratio shown in Equation (2.6) where 𝜉𝑚 is the 
maximum flattening ratio, 𝐷 is the droplet diameter, and 𝐴 is the surface area covered by the droplet. Initial 
theoretical calculations assume the splat is a regular circle as opposed to the jagged shape shown in Figure 
2.33 for the model. Thus, a droplet of diameter 𝐷 impinging perpendicularly on the cold surface flattens to 
form a cylinder shaped splat of radius 𝑅(𝑡′) growing at time 𝑡′. See Figure 2.34 for a visual of calculation 
model. 
 𝜉𝑚 = 2𝐷√𝐴𝜋 (2.6) 
   




Figure 2.34 Droplet flattening schematic for calculations [61]. 
 
 
 The solidified layer (𝑦) is greater in the center than on the periphery because of radius growth. From the 
Stephan problem, thickness is then: 
 𝑦 = 𝑈√𝑎𝑡′ (2.7) 
   
The value 𝑎 is the thermal diffusivity of the layer and 𝑈 is the freezing constant depending on the Jakob 
number. Freezing begins at 𝑟 in the moment τ’ when 𝑟 = 𝑅(τ’). For r >  R0 there is: 
 𝑦(𝑟) = 𝑈√𝑎(𝑡′ − τ’) (2.8) 
   
For r < R0 = 𝑅(0) there is: 
 𝑦0 = 𝑈√𝑎𝑡′ (2.9) 
   
The volume of the solid layer can be calculated as: 
 𝑉𝑠 = 𝜋𝑅02𝑦0 +∫ 2𝜋𝑅(τ’) ∙ y ∙ dR(τ’)τ’=t′τ’=0  (2.10) 
or   
 𝑉𝑠 = 𝜋𝑅02𝑈√𝑎𝑡′ + ∫ 2𝜋𝑅(τ’) 𝑑𝑅(τ’)𝑑τ’ U√𝑎(𝑡′ − τ’)dτ’t′0  (2.11) 
   
 Using the simplifying assumption that liquid layer thickness b depending only upon the time t’. 
Therefore the mass balance of the disk can be represented as: 
 𝑚 = 𝜋6 𝐷3𝜌′ = 𝜌𝑉𝑠 + 𝜋𝑅2𝑏𝜌′  (2.12) 
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where, m is the mass balance of the droplet, b is the liquid layer thickness,  𝜌 is the density of the solid, 
and 𝜌′ is the density of the liquid. The layer can then be represented by the function: 
 𝑏(𝑡′) = 𝜋6 𝐷3𝜌′ − 𝜌𝑉𝑠𝜋𝑅2𝜌′  (2.13) 
   
 The motion or flattening of the disk droplet is described by the energy equation: 
 
𝑑𝑑𝑡′ (𝐸𝑘 + 𝐸𝑝 + 𝐿𝑓) = 0 (2.14) 
   
where 𝐸𝑘 is the kinetic energy, 𝐸𝑝 is the potential energy, and 𝐿𝑓 is the work friction forces. 
 Velocity field functions (velocity distribution) used to determine the kinetic energy and work of friction 
are: 
 𝑤𝑥 = −𝐶𝑥2 (2.15) 
and   
 𝑤𝑟 = 𝐶𝑥𝑟 (2.16) 
The variables 𝑤𝑥 and 𝑤𝑟 are the velocity components with the constant term 𝐶 expressed in terms of the 
disk expansion (
𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′). The continuity equation can then be fulfilled as: 
 
𝜕𝜕𝑟 (𝑟𝑤𝑟) + 𝜕𝜕𝑥 (𝑟𝑤𝑥) = 0 (2.17) 
   
Next, the disk expansion average velocity on the periphery can be represented by the expression: 
 
𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′ = 1𝑏∫ 𝑤𝑟𝑑𝑥𝑏0 = 𝐶𝑏𝑅2  (2.18) 
where   
 𝐶 = 2𝑅𝑏 𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′ (2.19) 
   
From there the kinetic energy can then be calculated as: 
 𝐸𝑘 = 2𝜋∫ 𝑟𝑑𝑟∫ 𝑑𝑥𝑏0 ∙ 12 𝜌′(𝑤𝑥2 +𝑤𝑟2)𝑅0  (2.20) 
   
The kinetic energy equation can then be modified by using Equations (2.15), (2.16), and (2.19) to achieve 
the following expression: 
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 𝐸𝑘 = 𝜋3 𝜌′ (𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′)2 ∙ (𝑏𝑅2 + 65𝑏3) = 𝐸𝑘(𝑡′) (2.21) 
   
At the start time (𝑡′) of zero, the value of kinetic energy (𝐸𝑘) is that of the falling droplet. Thus, this can be 
expressed as: 
 𝐸𝑘(0) = 𝜋6 𝐷3𝜌′𝑤22  (2.22) 
   
The initial radius can then be assumed as some portion of droplet diameter given by: 
 𝑅(0) = 𝑅0 = 𝜀𝐷 (2.23) 
   
where D is the droplet diameter and 𝜀 constant representing the relation between the splat radius and droplet 
diameter. The initial radial expansion of the splat is then calculated as: 
 
𝑑𝑅(0)𝑑𝑡′ = 𝑤√ 321 + 130𝜀6  (2.24) 
   
The work of friction mentioned in Equation (2.14) can now be represented by friction power expression: 
 
𝑑𝐿𝑓𝑑𝑡′ = ∫ 2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝜏𝑤𝑟̅̅̅̅𝑅0  (2.25) 
   
The shear stress (𝜏) can be related to dynamic viscosity (𝜇) by: 
 𝜏 = 𝜇 𝜕𝑤𝑟𝜕𝑥 = 𝜇𝐶𝑟 = 2𝜇𝑟𝑅𝑏 ∙ 𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′ (2.26) 
   
The average radial velocity is expressed as: 
 𝑤𝑟̅̅̅̅ = 1𝑏∫ 𝑤𝑟𝑑𝑥𝑏0 = 𝑟𝑅 𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′ (2.27) 
   
From here the shear stress Equation (2.26) and the average radial velocity Equation (2.27) can be substituted 
into the friction power Equation (2.25) to get: 
 
𝑑𝐿𝑓𝑑𝑡′ = 𝜋𝑅2𝜇𝑏 ∙ (𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑡′)2 (2.28) 
   
Potential energy due to the surface tension (𝜎) acting on the disk surface is: 
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 𝐸𝑝 = 𝜎(𝜋𝑅2 + 2𝜋𝑅𝑏) (2.29) 
   
The energy will be equal to the potential energy of the droplet at 𝑡′ = 0 and is given by: 
 𝐸𝑝𝑔 = 𝜋𝜎𝐷2 (2.30) 
   
Though, by substituting the initial radius as a portion of the droplet diameter from Equation (2.23) the 
potential energy can then be calculated as: 
 𝐸𝑝(0) = 𝜋𝜎𝐷2 (𝜀2 + 13𝜀) (2.31) 
   
The model, however, does not have a value for the constant 𝜀 that will satisfy 𝐸𝑝𝑔 = 𝐸𝑝(0). To work around 
this, 𝜀 = 0 is assumed resulting in an error value of 8% for the initial value of potential energy. 
 Continuing with the model, the dimensionless variables for the radius, thickness, and time are introduced 
as: 
 𝜉 = 𝑅𝑅0 (2.32) 
   
 𝜑 = 𝑏𝑅0 (2.33) 
   
 𝑡 = 𝑤𝑡′𝑅0  (2.34) 
   
As well as, introducing the Weber, Reynolds, and Péclet expressions: 
 𝑊𝑒 = 𝜌′𝐷𝑤2𝜎  (2.35) 
   
 𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌′𝐷𝑤2𝜇  (2.36) 
   
 𝑃𝑒 = 𝑤𝐷𝑎  (2.37) 
   
and the parameter: 
 𝑘 = 6𝜀2𝑈 𝜌𝜌′√ 𝜀𝑃𝑒 (2.38) 
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Taking now the kinetic energy Equation (2.21), friction power Equation (2.28), potential energy Equation 
(2.29) with the dimensionless variable Equations of (2.35), (2.36), and (2.37), as well as, the Weber, 
Reynolds, and Péclet numbers and parameter 𝑘 and substituting all into the energy of flattening the disk 
droplet Equation (2.14), the following equation is achieved: 
 
𝑑𝑑𝑡 [𝜀3 ?̇?𝜑 (𝜉2 + 65𝜑2) + 1𝑊𝑒 𝜉(𝜉 + 2𝜑)] + 𝜉2?̇?2𝜑𝑅𝑒 = 0 (2.39) 
where   
 𝜑 = 16𝜀3𝜉2 {1 − 𝑘 [√𝑡 + 2∫ 𝜉(𝜏)?̇?(𝜏)√𝑡 − 𝜏𝑑𝜏𝑡0 ]} (2.40) 
   
The point over the dimensionless disk radius variable (𝜉) denote differentiation with respect to the 
dimensionless time. Boundary conditions are expressed as: 
 𝜉(0) = 1 and 𝜉(0) = √ 321+ 130𝜀6  (2.41) 
   
 With this the solution for 𝜉(𝑡), the maximum value 𝜉𝑚 at ?̇? = 0 can be found. This value, as defined in 
Equation (2.6), is a function of constant k, Re, and We. The general formula for 𝜉𝑚 is difficult to find and, 
as such, several cases were viewed numerically by Madejski [61]. When 𝑘 = 0 = 𝑅𝑒−1, it was found that: 
 𝜉𝑚 = √𝑊𝑒3   (2.42) 
   
for 𝑊𝑒 > 100 and for 𝑘 = 0 = 𝑊𝑒−1 the equation becomes: 
 𝜉𝑚 = 1.2941(𝑅𝑒 + 0.9517)15  (2.43) 
   
for 𝑅𝑒 > 100. This can be simplified resulting in  
 𝜉𝑚 = 1.2941𝑅𝑒15  (2.44) 
   
The equation for the flattening of a droplet without solidification when 𝑘 = 0 is thus given as: 
 3𝜉𝑚𝑊𝑒 + 1𝑅𝑒 ( 𝜉𝑚1.2941)5 = 1  (2.45) 
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Provided the conditions are met where 𝑊𝑒 > 100 and 𝑅𝑒 > 100 illustrates this relationship between the 
flattening degree and solidification parameter k. It was found that for the cases where 𝑅𝑒−1 = 0 = 𝑊𝑒−1, 
the degree of flattening could be expressed by the approximate formula: 
 𝜉𝑚 = 1.5344𝑘−0.395 (2.46) 
   
 
 
Figure 2.35 Flattening degree for the solidification case (𝑘 > 0) [61]. 
 
 
 In order to determine the freezing constant (U) during the experiment, the Stefan problem was expressed 
for solidification of a half-space super-heated liquid of temperature 𝑇𝑝′ > 𝑇𝑠′. Stephan problem can then be 
written as: 
 
𝑈2 √𝜋 = 𝑇0[𝑒𝑟𝑓 𝑈2 + √ 𝜆𝑐𝜌𝜆𝑓𝑐𝑓𝜌𝑓] 𝑒𝑈24 −
𝑇𝑝√𝜆′𝑐′𝜌′𝜆𝑐𝜌𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (𝑈2 √𝑎𝑎′ ) ∙ exp (−𝑈2𝑎4𝑎′ ) (2.47) 
where   
 𝑇0 = 𝜆(𝑇𝑠′−𝑇0′)𝑎𝜌∆ℎ   and 𝑇𝑝 = 𝜆(𝑇𝑝′−𝑇𝑠′)𝑎𝜌∆ℎ  (2.48) 
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The initial temperature of the mold is represented by 𝑇0′, ∆ℎ is the latent heat of fusion, 𝑇𝑠′ is the temperature 
of fusion, 𝜆𝑓 is the heat conductivity of the mold, 𝑐𝑓 is the specific heat of the mold, 𝜌𝑓 is the density of the 
mold, and 𝑎𝑓 is the thermal diffusivity of the mold (𝑎𝑓 = 𝜆𝑓𝑐𝑓𝜌𝑓). 
 It was observed that the thermal properties of the cold surface that the droplets solidify on had no impact 
on the value of 𝜉𝑚. The isothermal case in which √ 𝜆𝑐𝜌𝜆𝑓𝑐𝑓𝜌𝑓 = 0 could be expressed as: 
 𝑇0 = 𝜆(𝑇𝑠′ − 𝑇0′)𝑎𝜌∆ℎ = √𝜋𝑈2 erf (𝑈2 𝑒𝑈24 ) (2.49) 
   
Through experimentation, it was found that the theory of one-dimensional flow of liquid was inadequate to 
predict the behavior [61]. Madejski analytical model outlined above for 𝑊𝑒−1 = 0 = 𝑅𝑒−1, gave slightly 
lower values for 𝜉𝑚 as compared with actual values. Further developments would need to be incorporated 
into the model to better predict flattening and broaden its application to more material systems. 
2.5.2 Recent Modeling Developments 
 Resent thermal spray modelling work by Ha have included the aspect of a rough surface which is more 
common among thermal spray operations [62]. This work was an advancement on previous numerical 
models and experiments performed by Pasandideh-Fard et al. [63] and Tong and Holt [64] which predicted 
the fluid flow of the impacted droplet and heat transfer to substrate. Defects on the surface were shown to 
have an effect on the droplet formation and spreading. 
 The model first considers the simple condition of a single droplet deposit on the substrate as shown in 
the Figure 2.36 schematic. The fluid flow model considers the Navier-Stokes equation with two-
dimensional axisymmetric incompressible flow [65]. In the model the stationary solid substrate Θ does not 
undergo a phase change. Continuity and momentum equations are considered and are given as: 
 ∇ ∙ (ΘV) = 0 (2.50) 
and   
 Θ𝜕𝑉𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ (ΘVV) = −Θ𝜌 ∇𝑝 + Θ𝜌 ∇ ∙ τ + ΘF𝑏 + ΘS (2.51) 
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where Θ corresponds to a cell without a substrate volume fraction, S is the Darcy source term modeling the 
velocity reduction of the solidified droplet, V is velocity (m/s), t is time, ρ is the density (kg/m3), τ is the 
viscous stress tensor, and Fb the body force.  
 
 
Figure 2.36 Schematic of thermal spray deposition [64]. 
 
 
for the two step projection, Equation (2.51) can be approximated as: 
 Θ ?̃? − 𝑉𝑛𝛿𝑡 = −∇ ∙ (ΘVV)𝑛 + Θ𝜌 ∇ ∙ τ𝑛 +ΘF𝑏𝑛 (2.52) 
and   
 Θ𝑉𝑛+1 − ?̃?𝛿𝑡 = −Θ𝜌 ∇𝑝𝑛+1 (2.53) 
   
where ?̃? is the auxiliary velocity computed from incremental change in 𝑉𝑛, and n is the old time value.  
 Equations (2.50) and (2.53) can be combined as a single pressure Poisson equation: 
 ∇ ∙ [ Θ𝜌𝑛 ∇p𝑛+1] = ∇ ∙ (ΘṼ)𝛿𝑡  (2.54) 
   





𝜕𝜕𝑡 (ΘF) + ∇ ∙ (ΘFV) = 0 (2.55) 
   
 In order to determine the surface tension the use of the continuum surface force (CSF) method was 
employed which interprets surface tension as a continuous, three-dimensional effect, across an interface, 
rather than as a boundary value condition on the interface [66]. This method was used with the volume 
force to achieve the following expression: 
 F𝑏 = 𝐹𝑠𝑣 = σ𝐾∇𝐹 (2.56) 
   
where 𝐹𝑠𝑣 is the continuous surface force and σ𝐾 is the surface tension. From here the adhesion bound at 
the contact of fluid meeting the wall or a solidified obstacle can be calculated using a unit vector normal to 
the free surface in the same manner of volume forces: 
 ?̂? = ?̂?𝑤 cos 𝜃 + ?̂?𝑤 sin𝜃 (2.57) 
   
The unit vector normal to the free surface is given as ?̂?, ?̂?𝑤 represents the unit vector normal to the wall, ?̂?𝑤 is the unit vector tangent to the wall, θ is the static contact angle between fluid and substrate. The static 
contact angle on the substrate had grooves and ridges with the angle assumed to be 90° as the average value 
of moving contact angles. 
 The solidification process can be described by the energy equation (2.58) where 𝑔 is the volume fraction 
of the non-solidified metal droplet versus total droplet volume. The specific heat (c), temperature (T), 
thermal conductivity (k), and latent heat of fusion (∆𝐻) can then be expressed together as: 
 
𝜕𝜕𝑡 (𝜌𝑐𝑇) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑐𝑉𝑇) = ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) − 𝜌∆𝐻 𝜕𝑔𝜕𝑡  (2.58) 
   
Equation (2.58) can then be integrated to get the non-linear equation: 
 𝑎𝑃𝑇𝑃𝑚+1 = 𝑎𝑃𝑛𝑇𝑃𝑛 +∑𝑎𝑛𝑏𝑇𝑛𝑏𝑚+1𝑛𝑏 + 𝜌∆𝐻(𝑔𝑃𝑛 − 𝑔𝑃𝑚+1) (2.59) 
   
where 𝑚 is the iteration level, and 𝑛𝑏 are the neighboring nodes to the node point 𝑃. Using a Taylor series, 
the 𝑔𝑚+1 term can then be expanded to: 
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 𝑔𝑚+1 = 𝑔𝑚 + 𝑑𝑔𝑑𝑇 (𝑇𝑚+1 − 𝑇𝑚) (2.60) 
   
Substitute Equation (2.60) into Equation (2.59), the linear source term can then be expressed as: 
 (𝑎𝑃 + 𝜌∆𝐻 𝑑𝑔𝑑𝑇)𝑇𝑃𝑚+1 = 𝑎𝑃𝑛𝑇𝑃𝑛 + 𝜌∆𝐻𝑑𝑔𝑑𝑇 𝑇𝑃𝑚 +∑𝑎𝑛𝑏𝑇𝑛𝑏𝑚+1𝑛𝑏 + 𝜌∆𝐻(𝑔𝑃𝑛 − 𝑔𝑃𝑚) (2.61) 
   
The mushy region momentum equation can now be modified by this source term to get: 
 𝑆 = −𝐶(1 − 𝑔)2𝑔3 + 𝜀 𝑉 (2.62) 
   
where 𝐶 represents the porosity of the solidified metal droplet with 𝜀 as a constant. 
 A comparison was drawn between the mathematical model and experimental results for tin droplets 
impacting a stainless steel substrate which is shown in Figure 2.37. The model predicts the behavior 
accurately for times less than three seconds; however, after that the model predicts a faster solidification at 
the edge [63]. It was estimated that the difference is due to the model which is two-dimensional 
axisymmetric not able to predict the three dimensional instability [62]. 
 With developments of modelling of the droplet solidification on a smooth surface, more complex models 
could be developed that considered surface roughness. Various surface roughness conditions were 
considered and are shown in Figure 2.38. It was found that all surface defects greatly reduced the spreading 
of the droplet and affected the splat diameter and the thickness [62]. For both groove types, air gaps were 
observed as the droplet solidified before filling in the bottom with the rectangular grove having large pores 
in the bottom corners and the triangle grove having one at the bottom point. For the ridge conditions, the 
solidification layer is not uniform and forms a pore on the side of the ridge away from the droplet impact. 
These pores hinder heat transfer between the splat and substrate resulting in reduced solidification thickness 




Figure 2.37 Photograph of the solidification sequence of a liquid tin droplet on a flat stainless steel 




Figure 2.38 Rough surface geometry types with the shape of the modeled splat. Rectangular groove 




 These models however are limited to the first droplets solidification and may not accurately predict next 
layer of droplets solidification behavior where the substrate, being the last deposited layer, is not at the 
same temperature. Interfacial heat transfer plays a key role in droplet spreading behavior.  Figure 2.39 
shows the modeled solidification behavior with a nickel droplet plasma sprayed onto a stainless steel 
substrate at 300°C [67]. The solidification model uses the enthalpy-porosity method for the melt interface 
and the FLUENT software with 𝛽 representing the liquid fraction parameter [68]. The total enthalpy is 
calculated as the sensible enthalpy h and the latent heat, ∆H. 
 𝐻 = ℎ + ∆𝐻 where ℎ = ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ∫ 𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  (2.63) 
   
The solidification interface (mushy zone) are represented by values of 𝛽 between 0 and 1. In this zone the 
solid and liquid phases exist together with boundary conditions of: 
 𝛽 = {  
  0 𝑖𝑓 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠1 𝑖𝑓 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠 − 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠               𝑖𝑓 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠 < 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠 (2.64) 
   
Latent heat of liquid, L, dissipates as the temperature decreases and is represented as: 
 ∆𝐻 = 𝛽𝐿 (2.65) 
   
The solidification is calculated in the whole velocity field for this method and treats the mushy zone as a 
porous medium. The velocity goes to zero when the computation cell is fully solidified. The source term 𝑆𝑚 can then be represented as: 
 𝑆𝑚 = (1 − 𝛽)2(𝛽2 + 0.01)𝐴𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ?⃗? (2.66) 
   
where 𝛽 is the liquid fraction and 𝐴𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ is the mushy zone constant. It was found that the liquid nickel 
droplet-air interface with bubble formation could be accurately modeled. Material jetting occurred from the 
rapid growth of the bottom solid layer which causes fluid instabilities near the surface. An increase in 





Figure 2.39 View of droplet spreading showing flow and solidification for four times of 0.05, 0.12, 
0.50, and 1.00 µm [67]. 
 
 
2.6 Thermal Sprayed High Entropy Alloy Coatings 
 In the last decade, high-entropy alloys (HEAs) have gained increasing interest for their favorable 
mechanical and corrosion resistant properties. However, due to the high percentage inclusion of more 
expensive elements such as Nb, W, Cr, V, and Ni, the use of these materials has aroused interest as a film 
or coating on lower cost material substrates [69]. Thermal spray, which is used across a wide variety of 
industries improve key performance factors such as wear and corrosion resistance, offers an effective 
process to apply HEAs. Due to the limited literature on TWAS sprayed HEA coatings, this section will 
focus on the thermal spraying of HEA coatings by atmospheric plasma spraying (APS) as this process has 
similar temperatures, oxidizing environments, and particle velocities to TWAS. 
2.6.1 HEA Overview 
 The HEA term was first coined by Yeh in the 1996 thesis which described an alloy system with 5 or 
more components and contained far fewer phases than the maximum possible predicted by the Gibbs phase 
rule [70]. The recent, well-accepted, definition of HEAs is a crystalline system based on four or more 
elements that each constitute between 5-35 at. % having a microstructure containing at least one random 
solid solution (RSS) phase [71]. Thus, as long as there is at least one RSS phase, the HEA may include 
intermetallic, ordered and/or precipitate phases, and additional alloying elements less than 5 at. %. With 
the expansive amount of alloys that fit this definition, HEAs have been further classified into single phase 
HEAs, multi-phase HEAs, and complex engineering HEAs. Recent studies of thermally sprayed HEAs 
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have focused on wear-resistant coatings that contain a RSS, ordered phases, and precipitate phases, thus 
classified as complex HEAs [72, 73]. 
2.6.2 HEA Principles 
 HEAs, as a new class of materials, have exhibited a wide range of properties from increased strength 
and toughness maintained at elevated temperatures outperforming superalloys [74], to HEAs having two 
times the wear resistance of SUJ2 bearing steel [72]. Yeh proposed four core effects distinguishing HEAs: 
high-entropy, severe lattice distortion, sluggish diffusion, and the cocktail effect [75]. The first three core 
effects represent the initial hypotheses and have been critiqued based on published data collected over the 
past 12 years. The fourth, “cocktail” effect, is more of a separate characteristic of HEAs as opposed to a 
hypothesis [74, 76]. 
2.6.2.1 High Entropy Effect 
 The high entropy effect is the namesake concept of HEAs and proposes that increasing the 
configurational entropy will favor a RSS over competing intermetallic (IM) phases. Yeh defined HEAs as 
having mixing entropies larger than 1.5R, where R is the ideal gas constant. This is based on the ideal 
configuration entropy of a 5-element alloy being 1.61R [77]. Configurational entropy is calculated as: 
 ∆𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑔 = −𝑅∑𝑋𝑖 ln 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑖=1  (2.67) 
   
where 𝑋𝑖 is the concentration of the ith constituent. The configuration entropy is approximated to represent 
the mixing entropy as it is considered the dominant term compared with vibrational, electronical, and 
magnetic contributions [78].  
 Miracle critiqued this definition, and highlights that entropy-based definitions have conceptual 
problems, as the ideal configurational entropy of disordered solid solutions (SSS, ideal) can poorly estimate 
total entropy (SSS). Of the four major terms (HSS, SSS, HIM, SIM), no single term or pair of terms consistently 
dominates phase selection [74]. It is more practical to consider the compositional based definition as 
opposed to the entropy-based definition. In this sense, multi-principle element alloys (MPEAs) and 
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complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs) which evoke the essential features of the field and do not imply a 
magnitude of entropy offer more appealing acronyms. 
2.6.2.2 Severe Lattice Distortion 
 The severe lattice distortion effect, in the RSS phase, arises from the atomic misfit and is an extension 
of the solid solution strengthening mechanism in conventional alloys. However, because there is no 
difference between solute and solvent, every lattice site experiences some displacement. This effect is 
depicted in Figure 2.40, showing the distortion of a body center cubic (BCC) crystal by one component 
alloy and then by a five component HEA [79]. This distortion has been shown experimentally with the 
diminished x-ray diffraction peak intensities as the number of constituent elements was increased from pure 
Cu to the HEA system AlSiCrFeCoNiCu [80]. 
 
 
Figure 2.40 Schematic of a BCC crystal (a) perfect lattice, (b) distorted lattice by one component with 
a different atomic radius, and (c) severe lattice distortion by many different sized atoms [79]. 
 
 
 This severe lattice distortion has been linked to increased hardness, reduced electrical and thermal 
conductivity, and reduced temperature dependence of these properties [81]. It should be noted that there 
still exists missing evidence separating the severe lattice distortion effect from other possible contributions 
such as shear modulus mismatch, hardening contribution, or local bond state’s influence on electrical and 
thermal conductivities [74]. 
2.6.2.3 Sluggish Diffusion 
 Sluggish diffusion refers to a decrease in diffusion kinetics, compared with pure materials, caused by 
local lattice potential energy fluctuations caused by the varying constitute elements forming deep traps 
which inhibit diffusion. This was supported by results showing that CoCrFeMnNi HEAs had the slowest 
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self-diffusion rate compared with austenitic steels and pure metal systems [82]. The sluggish diffusion 
effect has only been studied in a few publications and further, carefully designed, experiments are needed 
[71]. 
2.6.2.4 Cocktail Effect 
 The fourth core effect refers to the selection of elements for an HEA composition based on the properties 
of that element, like a composite of elements [71]. This “core effect”, unlike the other effects, is not a 
hypothesis and requires no proof but as Miracle describes it “the ‘cocktail’ effect reminds us that 
exceptional materials properties often result from unexpected synergies” [74]. 
2.6.3 Wear Resistant HEA Coatings 
 APS is commonly used to apply thermal barrier coatings (TBC) to turbine blades or aero-engine parts 
that operate at elevated temperatures [72]. As previously discussed in Section 2.2, APS is the process by 
which an arc is generated between an anode and the cathode which ionizes the flowing gasses into the 
plasma state. Powder feedstock is injected into the plasma jet, melted, and propelled to substrate [83] as 
shown in the schematic provided in Figure 2.41. Plasma arc temperatures are typically 20,000°C and 
capable of melting any element [9]. Ni0.2Co0.6Fe0.2CrSi0.2AlTi0.2, AlCoCrFeNiTi, FECoCrNiMo0.2 are three 
recently published thermal sprayed HEAs coatings that have promising wear resistance and high-
temperature properties [72, 73, 84]. 
 
 




2.6.3.1 Thermal Sprayed Ni0.2Co0.6Fe0.2CrSi0.2AlTi0.2 
 Ni0.2Co0.6Fe0.2CrSi0.2AlTi0.2 HEA TBC was proposed by Hsu (2017) as an alternative to advanced bond 
coatings such as MCrAlY (M=Co and/or Ni) which often fail due to high-temperature wear of turbine 
blades [72]. The coating was applied by APS to a thickness of ~200 µm and compared to the as-sprayed 
condition and heat treated condition (800°C heating for 10 h and air cooled). It was found that the as-
sprayed coating was composed of a lamellar structure of the gray phase and dispersed oxide stringers that 
formed during the high-temperature spraying process as shown in Figure 2.42 (a). The grey phase was 
determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) to be one major BCC structure and the oxides determined with an 
energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) to be a mixture of Ti-Cr-Al oxides. The as-sprayed coating had a 
hardness of 429-450 HV. After heat treating, precipitation (white phase) occurred in the major grey phase. 
XRD and EDS determined the white phase to be Cr3Si, with microstructure shown in Figure 2.42 (b). After 
heat treating the hardness increased to 790-800 HV. The precipitation hardened HEA coating exhibited 
good room temperature wear resistance of 20 m/mm3 which was significantly higher than conventional 
bearing steel SUJ2 (12 m/mm3). 
 
 
Figure 2.42 Cross section view of (a) as-sprayed and (b) heat treated HEA coating [72]. 
 
 
2.6.3.2 Thermal Sprayed AlCoCrFeNiTi 
 An AlCoCrFeNiTi HEA coating was recently studied by Tain (2016) using APS as this spray method is 
widely used in aerospace, petrochemical, and mining industries to apply wear resistant coatings [73]. Co, 
Cr, Fe, and Ni were selected due to their similar atomic diameters [85]. Al and Ti additions were added 
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with larger atomic radii to increase hardness and wear resistance by a solution strengthening mechanism 
[86]. 316 stainless steel substrates were sand-blasted and sprayed to a thickness of approximately 240 µm. 
XRD, bond-strength, hardness, and (ambient and elevated) wear testing was conducted. The microstructure 
of the as-sprayed coating was found to be a major BCC matrix phase with minor FCC phase and ordered 
BCC detected by XRD. Figure 2.43 (a) shows an SEM image of the full coating thickness with (b) showing 
a magnified region within the coating. Regions A and B correspond to the BCC matrix and ordered BCC 
phases, region C corresponds to the FCC phase, and regions D and E correspond to oxides that formed 
during spraying. The average hardness of the coating was 642 HV, approximately four times that of the 
substrate, and exceeded the hardness (432 HV) of previous spark plasma sintering of the same alloy [87]. 
The increase was attributed to the lower porosity of plasma spraying, lattice distortion of the BCC phase 
from Al and Ti atoms, and formation of hard oxides within the coating. No change in structure was observed 
after the elevated (500°C) wear test. However, after elevated wear testing above 700°C, significant changes 
in structure were observed as the FCC and ordered BCC phase precipitated from the BCC matric phase. In 
addition, tetragonal σ-CrFe precipitates and Fe3O4 and TiO2 oxides were observed to form. 
 
 
Figure 2.43 SEM images of the cross-section of the as-sprayed AlCoCrFeNiTi coating taken at (a) lower 
and (b) higher magnification [73]. 
 
 
 Surface morphology revealed major adhesive wear with minor abrasion wear for temperatures between 
25 and 500°C and tribo-oxidation and abrasion wear for temperatures between 700 and 900°C. At 
temperatures below 500°C, splats are pulled away due to the limited inter-lamellar bonding between splats 
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and coating as well as inter-splat oxides reducing the bonding between the metallic splats. Room 
temperature (25°C) wear surface is shown in Figure 5 (a). At temperatures between 700 and 900°C, oxygen 
diffusion promotes tribo-oxidation wear as shown in Figure 5 (b). The tribo-oxidation process involves the 
formation of an oxide film that acts as a solid lubricant preventing metal-metal contact and reducing the 
coefficient of friction [88]. 
 
 
Figure 2.44 Wear surface of the AlCoCrFeNiTi coating at (a) 25°C and (b) 700°C [73]. 
 
 
 The room temperature volume wear rate of the AlCoCrFeNiTi HEA coating was 0.77 ± 0.01 × 10-4 mm3 
N-1 m-1 which is approximately one-third that of the 316 stainless steel. At 700°C, the wear rate decreased 
to 0.23 ± 0.01 × 10-4 mm3 N-1 m-1 due to the formation of tribofilms and σ phase which is hard and brittle 
due to the lack of multiple systems. However, at 700°C, the AlCoCrFeNiTi HEA coating was now only 
one-ninth that of the 316 stainless showing much better temperature resistance. 
2.6.3.3 Thermal Sprayed FeCoCrNiMo0.2 
 The third HEA coating reviewed was FeCoCrNiMo0.2. Unlike the previous two coatings presented in 
Section 2.6.3.1 and 2.6.3.2, the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 had a primary phase of FCC solid solution [84]. The 
composition was selected to be a combination of the high tensile strength (700 MPa) and elongation (56%) 
reported for FeCoCrNi HEA FCC solid solution [89] with the scuffing resistance of that Mo adds [90]. APS 
and HVOF spraying was conducted using HEA powders that were prepared by generating an 
FeCoCrNiMo0.2 HEA ingot followed by re-melting through an atomizing chamber before sieving to achieve 
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particle size distribution of 15-42 µm. It was found that both the APS and HVOF coatings were comprised 
of an FCC solid solution with a mixture of Fe3O4, Fe2O3, and AB2O4 (A = Fe, Co, Ni and B = Fe, Cr) oxides. 
The oxide content varied significantly between the two thermal processes with the HVOF coating having a 
12.7 % oxide content and the APS coating containing 47.0% oxides. This difference in oxide content 
resulted in the APS coating having an order of magnitude reduced wear rate compared to the HVOF coating 




Figure 2.45 Volume wear rates for the APS and HVOF FeCoCrNiMo0.2 HEA coatings [84]. 
 
 
 It was suggested that large differences in wear properties between the APS and HVOF coating could be 
attributed to a lubrication effect caused by oxide layers [91]. The oxide layer formation was divided into 
types: the first being the oxide inclusions formed during spraying with the second being oxides formed 
during oxidation of the surface during the wear test [84]. Due to the abundance of oxides in the APS coating, 
during the sliding wear test it was easier to compact the oxides into an oxide layer by the continuous wear 
stress than with the HVOF coating which had a much lower oxide content. The difference in worn surfaces 
















CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES  
This chapter provides a description of materials, parameters, and techniques used during sample 
processing. Laboratory characterization, testing techniques, and equipment are described and discussed. 
The experimental procedure consisted of two parts. The first part involved characterizing the coating and 
evaluating the effect of the voltage parameter. This was accomplished by preparing sprayed samples under 
varied voltage conditions and characterizing the coatings microstructural and mechanical properties. The 
thermal spray coating was evaluated for porosity content, splat microstructure, oxide composition, 
hardness, strength and residual stress. The second part involved developing and testing a new wire 
composition targeting improved coating toughness while retaining wear resistance.  
3.1 Thermal Sprayed Sample Preparation 
All twin-wire arc thermal spraying (TWAS) was conducted by White Horse Technology in 
Tomball, Texas. Cored wires were provided by Devasco International, Inc. with powder additions of <5 
wt.% Si, Ni, Al, V, Ti, and B. Before spraying, A36 steel substrates were sandblasted with 16 grit Al2O3 
applied using 110 psi at a 60° to the substrate surface. Surface roughness was measured using PRESS-O-
FILMTM and elcometer® to ensure a minimum value of 0.127mm (0.005”) was achieved. Standard thermal 
spraying process parameters for HH1 are shown in Table 3.1 Thermal spraying was conducted using the 
AT-400 Twin-Wire Arc Spray System as shown in Figure 3.1. Pressurized air used to spray was treated by 
compressing ambient air and filtering out moisture before transferring to an air tank where it was passed 
through a 5 μm filter before use. 
 
 
Table 3.1 TWAS standard process parameters for HH1. 
Voltage 31.5 V 
Amperage 225 amps 
Pressure 45 psi 





Figure 3.1 Thermach, Inc AT-400 Twin-Wire Arc Spray System with components visible (a). Spray 
gun where cored wires are fed together (b). [9] 
 
 
 For pipe spraying, thermal spraying is performed by fixed spray-guns set at a certain distance from the 
drill pipe which is rotated at a set revolution per minute (rpm) and set forward speed until a coating thickness 
and width is achieved around the circumference of the pipe. For this study, test pieces were sprayed by 
holding the spray gun at a set distance of 127 mm (5in) and traversing the spray gun back and forth until a 
coating thickness of 2 mm (0.079 in) was achieved. Coating thickness was measured with micrometer 
maintaining a tolerance of ±0.254 mm (0.010”). The surface temperature of the coating was maintained 
below 93°C (200°F) during spraying to match production. A schematic of the TWAS spray process and 





Figure 3.2 Photo (a) and schematic (b) of thermal spraying set-up. 
 
 
 Test pieces were sprayed with varied voltages of 26.5V, 31.5V, and 36.5V. These voltage conditions 
represent 5V above and below the standard voltage and approximately cover the min and max voltages 
typically used [57-59, 92]. Three A36 steel substrates were cut to dimensions of 19.05 mm x 50.8 mm x 
203.2 mm (0.75” x 2” x 2”) with the 50.8 mm x 203.2 mm surface sandblasted before being sprayed to a 2 
mm coating thickness at one of the three voltage conditions with geometries shown in Figure 3.3.  
 
 
Figure 3.3 Test piece substrate geometry before thermal spraying. 
 
 
3.2 Optical Microscopy 
 Optical microscopy (OM) samples were sectioned, mounted, and polished at ResOps Laboratory 
Services in Tomball, Texas. Three optical samples were taken for each voltage condition along the center 
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of the test piece as shown in Figure 3.4. Samples were mounted in bakelite, ground, and polished to a 1 µm 
diamond mirror finish for optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging. 
Optical images were taken for all metallographic samples using the LECO® Olympus PMG3 microscope 
in the as-polished condition.  
 
Figure 3.4 Location where optical microscopy samples were taken for each test piece. 
 
 
3.2.1 Porosity Measurement 
Area percentage porosity was determined following ASTM E2109 – 01 Standard Test Methods for 
Determining Area Percentage Porosity in Thermal Sprayed Coatings [93]. Test Method B was used to 
determine the area percentage by thresholding each image. Each voltage condition had three metallographic 
samples prepared and each metallographic sample had six optical images taken as shown in Figure 3.5. 
Thus, each voltage condition had 18 optical images analyzed to determine average area percent porosity.  
 
 
Figure 3.5 Image showing approximate locations of micrographs used for porosity measurement. 
 
 
Every optical micrograph was taken on the same microscope at the same magnification and with 
identical image settings. All images were taken in one session. ImageJ was used to analyze images by 
thresholding every image to a software saturation value of 62. As the thresholding can be biased by 
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microscope light and magnification settings, the area percent porosity does not represent an exact value but 
instead a comparison between the three voltage conditions to identify any trends. Additionally, all the 
micrographs were taken on the same microscope during the same session increasing the reliability of the 
results. Figure 3.6 (a) shows an OM image taken within the coating and Figure 3.6 (b) shows the same 
image after thresholding where the dark area was counted as area percent porosity. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Metallographic image taken within the coating before thresholding (a) and after 
thresholding (b). 
 
3.3 SEM Imaging 
 Samples that were sectioned and polished for OM as discussed in Section 3.2 were also analyzed with 
SEM. The FEI Quanta 600 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with Quanta xT operating software was 
used to examine the coating cross section. An accelerating voltage of 20 kV at a working distance of 10 
mm was used to take images. SEM images were compared with optical images to differentiate coating 
features that are difficult to differentiate with OM such as pores and oxides. Figure 3.7 shows a cross-
sectioned sample that has been mounted and polished placed onto the FEI Quanta 600 SEM stage. Carbon 
conductive adhesive tape was applied to the sample running from the substrate, away from the coating, to 
the base of the sample in contact with the stage. 
 An Energy dispersive system (EDS) with a silicon drift detector and tungsten filament was used to 
perform composition analysis by composition maps and spot scans utilizing EDAX 6.5.1 software. EDS 
maps were conducted with a dwell time of 2000 µs with 256×200 resolution for the elements Fe, O, Al, Si, 
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Ni, and Ti. Spot scans were taken at areas of interest revealed from the composition maps to better capture 
the element amounts. Spot scans were taken over 60 second intervals. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Cross sectioned sample resting on the FEI Quanta 600 SEM stage. 
 
 
3.4 X-ray Computed Tomography 
One specimen was sectioned from the 31.5V input voltage condition for X-ray computed tomography (X-
ray CT). The sample was sectioned to dimensions of 3 mm x 3 mm x 17 mm with the 2 mm coating thickness 
along the 15 mm direction as shown in Figure 3.8. Testing was performed using a ZEISS 620 Versa 3D X-
ray microscope to visualize how internal defects such as oxides, pores, and cracks are dispersed in the 
coating. The CT-scanner was operated at 120 kV of accelerating energy generating a polychromatic X-ray 
beam to collect results. Projections were taken over 360° rotation. A voxel size of (5.09 µm) was achieved 










 Vickers hardness was taken on the cross section of the coating through thickness for each sample 
condition. Vickers hardness indents were aimed to be placed in the center of metallic splats to indicate the 
phases present in the coatings. Vickers hardness tests were conducted with the Wilson Tukon Series 200 
Microhardness Test. Due to the hardness differences between the substrate and coating, 300 g loads was 
used for reading taken of the substrate with 500 g load used within the coating. Dwell time of the loads was 
10 seconds. 
3.5.2 Nano-Indentation 
 Nano-indentation testing was conducted across the coating-substrate interface as an indication of 
residual stress level [94, 95]. A grid of 5×20 indents was performed across the interface at two locations 
per voltage condition. Indents were made with the Hysitron TI 950 TriboIndenter machine with the T1-
0039 Berkovich diamond indenter. Indents were loaded at 2 mN/s with 5 second holds. 
3.6 Four-Point Bend Testing with Digital Image Correlation 
 
3.6.1 Sample Generation 
 After spraying, test pieces were water-jet cut to the correct dimensions for the 4-point bend testing. 
Figure 3.9 shows the 26.5V test pieces with dashed lines showing where it was water-jet cut. After the bend 
samples were water-jet cut, the edges were surface ground to the final width leaving the coating top surface 
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“as-sprayed”. The surface grinder was used in steps of 0.001” to gradually remove material without adding 
significant stress to the sample as this surface would later be prepared for digital image correlation (DIC). 
The grinder also acted to square-up the sample as it runs parallel to the magnetic holding table. A final 
thickness of 4 mm was selected for the bend samples so that the coating and substrate would be 
approximately the same thickness. Bend samples had a final geometry of 4 x 12.7 x 76.8 mm per ASTM 
D6272-17 [96]. Following rules for a sample with a thickness of 1.6 mm or greater; the length (L) shall be 
greater than 16 times the thickness (4 mm), the width shall be less than ¼ the length, with the total specimen 
length being 20% longer than the length (L).  
 
 




3.6.2 Four-Point Bend Testing 
 Following ASTM D6272 – 17, samples were loaded in the “one half of support span” configuration. 
Figure 3.10 shows the loading schematic from the ASTM D6272 with dimension values used for testing. 
An electromechanical screw-driven MTS Alliance RT/100 load frame equipped with an MTS 89.0 kN load 
cell was used to perform the bend test. All samples were tested at a crosshead motion rate of 0.4275 mm/min 
which strains the bend sample outer-fibers (coating surface) at 0.0025 mm/mm. The crosshead motion value 
used was ¼ the value stated in the standard, this was done to slow the test down and collect more DIC data. 
The test was run until the coating had a crack running from the surface to the substrate and the coating was 
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beginning to peel away from the substrate. The sample was bent to this point so that post-test cutting could 
be easily performed without damaging the fractured surface for later observation. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Four-point bend test loading schematic for the “one half of support span” load 
configuration from ASTM D6272 with calculated dimensional values inserted in millimeters. 
 
 
3.6.3 Digital Image Correlation 
 DIC requires the surface of interest to have a solid white background spattered with fine black spots 
allowing the imaging software to track the movement of these spots and calculate the strain. In order to 
achieve this, the cross-section side of the bend-samples was polished to a 420-grit surface finish in 
preparation for DIC painting. The polished edge was cleaned, and spray painted with Rust-OLEUM flat 
white paint. Paint coats were added until the paint layer was no longer transparent achieving a smooth white 
surface. Once the flat white paint dried, the sample was spackled with Rust-OLEUM semi-gloss black paint. 
This was accomplished by spraying over the sample and slowly lowering the paint spray cloud closer to the 
sample allowing larger paint droplets to evenly and randomly decorate the surface. The final prepared 
surface for DIC is shown in Figure 3.11 which was sample 26.5 BT1. A good spackle pattern of black spots 





Figure 3.11 Four-point bend sample prepared with spackle for DIC during testing. 
 
 
 Samples were then placed into the Alliance RT/100 load frame with DIC equipment positioned as shown 
in Figure 3.12. DIC set-up included positioning the Allied Vision Technologies camera equipped with a 
Schneider-Kreuznach Xenoplan 2.8/50-0902 lens approximately 60 cm from the sample. Two Lowel Pro-
Lights were positioned on either side of the camera with Rosco #7300 polarizing light filters placed 
approximately 25 cm in front of the lights mounted on stands. A laptop with TQSnap software was 
connected to and used to focus the camera on the prepared sample surface. DIC images were taken every 
second. The loading and DIC imaging were started at the same time so that the load versus time data could 
be correlated directly with the DIC image number. DIC data was analyzed using Aramis software. 
 
 





3.6.4 Bend Sample Fractography 
 After bend testing, the fracture surfaces were observed with the FEI Quanta 600 scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) EDAX system previously discussed in 
Section 3.3. Images were taken in the high-vacuum mode at a spot size of 5 and voltage of 20.00 kV. Bend 
samples were cut through the substrate to the base of the crack to expose fracture surface for imaging. 
Figure 3.13 shows a schematic drawing of the bend sample after testing with two cracks. The substrate was 
sectioned to the point where the crack had propagated to the coating-substrate interface being careful to not 
damage the fracture surface. Also shown in Figure 3.13, is a bend sample after being cut. The cutting was 
never perfectly aligned with the crack and either the coating of the substrate would protrude out. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Schematic example of four-point bend sample cutting to expose fracture surface with 
picture showing post cutting. 
 
 
3.6.5 Wear Testing 
 Wear of pipe is caused primarily by the rotation coupled with high contact pressure in abrasive and 
corrosive environments (drilling fluids). Wear and friction become of increased concern at greater depths 
requiring greater time and exposing the pipe to higher temperatures and corrosive environments [97]. For 
this work, dry sand rubber wheel wear testing was performed on the 31.5V and 36.5V voltage conditions. 
Testing was performed in accordance with ASTM G-65 Procedure A [98]. The load was 30 pounds run for 
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12,000 revolutions using a 10 inch diameter rubber wheel. Samples were weighed before and after testing 
to find mass loss. More information would need to be known of the specific application to develop a wear 
test that could take into account service temperature, contact pressure, rotation speed, and environment. 
3.7 New Thermal Spray Wire Composition 
 
3.7.1 Approach 
 With the goal of improving the fracture toughness while maintaining wear resistance, literature 
compositions were reviewed and new compositions proposed in addition to the voltage parameter research. 
Several HEA coatings were investigated with three literature compositions highlighted in Section 2.6.3. 
The MPEA coating discussed in Section 2.6.3.3 with composition of FeCoCrNiMo0.2 had a reported wear 
rate of 3.90 × 10-5 mm3/Nm when APS was used which is 30% less than HH1 [84]. The excellent wear rate 
of this composition was attributed to high amounts of oxides present within the coating of 47%. The oxides 
present were a mixture of Fe3O4, Fe2O3, and AB2O4 (A = Fe, Co, Ni and B = Fe, Cr) in a spinel structure 
with the results indicating that these oxides have a large solid solubility in each other due to the high entropy 
effect [99]. Additionally, this composition splat structure was FCC random solid solution (RSS) which have 
been characterized to have high strengths and elongation as reported for the FeCoCrNi HEA with a tensile 
strength of 712.5 MPa and 56% elongation [89]. It is hypothesized that combining the excellent wear 
behavior of a coating with these spinel oxides with a RSS FCC splat structure, that a coating could be 
achieved with wear rates equivalent or better than HH1 with a significantly higher toughness. 
3.7.1.1 Base Composition  
 Using the literature FeCoCrNiMo0.2 composition as base composition for comparison, Thermo-Calc 
phase diagrams were generated using the TCHEA2: High Entropy Alloys v2.0 database. In order to generate 
a phase diagram, four of the five elements are held in relationship to one another with the x-axis representing 
an incremental increase in the fifth element. Considering the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 literature composition, the 
phase diagram would be FeCoCrNi versus Mo as shown in Figure 3.14. The vertical dotted line represents 
the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 literature composition where the atomic percentages of the elements Fe, Co, Cr, and Ni 
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is 23.8% with Mo being 4.8%. At this composition, considering the high temperature of 1500 K, the 
structure is predicted to have a volume fraction of 93 % FCC and 7 % σ-phase. This now offers the base 
composition and Thermo-Calc analysis to compare new compositions to. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Thermo-Calc phase diagram generated for FeCoCrNi versus Mo with the dotted line 
showing the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 composition. 
 
 
 In addition to the Thermo-Calc analysis, Hume-Rothery rules were used to identify if the alloy would 
form a solid solution [100, 101]. The atomic size difference (𝛿𝑟), electronegativity difference (𝛿𝑋), valence 
electron concentration (VEC) were calculated using the element properties provided in Table 3.2. The 
following equations were used to calculate these values: 
 𝛿𝑟 = √∑𝑐𝑖 (1 − 𝑟𝑖?̅? )2 (3.1) 
   
 𝛿𝑋 = √∑𝑐𝑖 (1 − 𝑋𝑖?̅? )2 (3.2) 
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 𝑉𝐸𝐶 =∑𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝐸𝐶𝑖 (3.3) 
   
 where 𝑐𝑖 represents the atom fractions of each element i, 𝑟𝑖 is the atomic radius, ?̅? is the average atomic 
radius ?̅? = ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖, 𝑋𝑖 is the atomic electronegativity, and ?̅? is the average electronegativity ?̅? = ∑𝑐𝑖𝑋𝑖. 
Solid solutions are generally formed in MPEAs when VEC was greater than 8 [102] and with 𝛿𝑟 less than 
6.6% [79]. For the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 literature composition, atomic size difference was calculated to be 2.0%, 
electronegativity deference of 6.5%, and VEC value of 8.14 which are all values favorable for the formation 
of FCC solid solution. 
 




3.7.1.2 New Composition  
 Due to limited scope, budget, and schedule for the project, new MPEA wires with custom composition 
were unable to be produced. Instead, wires with compositions that are readily available were investigated 
to find a combination that closely resembled the base composition discussed in Section 3.7.1.1. Solid and 
cored wires were considered with the limitation of the cored wire to be 70 wt. % sheath material and 30 wt. 
% powder core composition. It was determined that a combination of solid Inconel 625 wire with powder 
cored wire of 430SS sheath and 50 wt. %  Co and 50 wt. % Co produced a composition with similar phases 
to the base composition as predicted by Thermo-Calc. The new composition written out in MPEA terms 
would be Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 considering all the reported elements of the constituent wires 
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and powders. Figure 3.15 shows the phase diagram generated for the new composition with FeMoCrNiTa 
versus Co where the dotted line represents the composition. Considering the high temperature stable phases 
at 1500 K, the volume fraction of phases is 93% FCC and 7% σ-phase which is approximately the same 
phase fraction of the base composition discussed in Section 3.7.1.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.15 Thermo-Calc phase diagram generated for FeMoCrNiTa versus Co with the dotted line 
showing the Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 composition. 
 
 
 In addition to the Thermo-Calc analysis, the values for atomic size difference (𝛿𝑟), electronegativity 
difference (𝛿𝑋), and valence electron concentration (VEC) were calculated using Equations (3.1) thru (3.3) 
and element properties shown in Table 3.3. For the new composition Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01, 
atomic size difference was calculated to be 2.8%, electronegativity difference of 7%, and VEC value of 
8.15 which are all values favorable for the formation of FCC solid solution. Additionally, based on estimates 
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provided by Devasco for element costs, the new wire composition would be 27% more cost effective before 
considering the additional saving by using standard wire compositions versus custom compositions. 
 




3.7.2 New Composition Thermal Spraying  
 In order to achieve a composition similar to the base composition, two different wires were used as 
indicated in Section 3.7.1.2. This is visualized in Figure 3.16 showing a schematic of how the two different 
wires were fed together with nominal wire compositions listed. The solid Inconel 625 wire was selected as 
the cathode due to findings revealing that cathode is consumed more rapidly for TWAS of aluminum wire 
previously shown in Figure 2.6 [12]. It is expected that the solid wire will be melt slower than the cored 
wire, thus, having it as the cathode is an attempt to have more uniform melting.  
 The solid wire, sheath, and powder elements will all be present within the arc; however, a risk of wires 
not mixing exists. To address this concern, three test pieces were sprayed at various pressure due to pressure 
having the greatest effect on arc characteristics as this parameter is primarily responsible for molten metal 
removal from wire tips as discussed previously in Section 2.4.3. The final spray parameters were chosen 
based on discussion with Devasco and finding a configuration that resulted in no visual peeling. The final 
spray parameters chosen are provided in Table 3.4. Substrate material, preparation and all other spray 









Table 3.4 TWAS process parameters for the Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 composition. 
Voltage 29 V 
Amperage 180 amps 
Pressure 25, 35, 45 psi 
Spray Distance 8 inches 
  
  
 Test pieces were sprayed with varied pressures of 172, 241, and 310 kPa (25, 35, and 45 psi). These 
pressure conditions represent 10 psi above and below the standard pressures and approximately cover the 
min and max pressures typically used [57-59, 92]. Three A36 steel substrates were cut to dimensions of 
19.05 mm x 50.8 mm x 152.4 mm (0.75” x 2” x 6”) with the 50.8 mm x 152.4 mm surface sandblasted 
before being sprayed to a 2 mm coating thickness at one of the three pressure conditions. 
3.7.3 Testing  
The Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 composition was subjected to various testing to determine 
microstructural features and mechanical properties. OM and porosity analysis was conducted in the same 
manner as provided in Section 3.2. SEM imaging was carried out as discussed in Section 3.3. Through 
coating Vickers hardness was performed as covered in Section 3.5.1. Four-point bend testing was performed 
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on two samples from each pressure condition and prepared in the same manner as reported in Section 3.6.1 
with testing performed as described in Section 3.6.2. No DIC analysis was performed on these samples.  
3.7.3.1 Wear Testing 
 Dry sand rubber wheel wear testing was performed on the 241 and 310 kPa pressure conditions. Testing 
was performed by Wear and Friction Resources, LLC in accordance with ASTM G-65 Procedure A [98]. 
The load was 30 pounds run for 12,000 revolutions. Samples were cleaned with mild detergent and water, 





CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
 This chapter presents the findings of each experiment performed starting with the HH1 thermal sprayed 
coatings OM, SEM, and mechanical testing results. Additionally, a new spray coating composition was 
prepared with results of experiments conducted provided.  
4.1 Thermal Sprayed HH1 Coating 
 Samples were sprayed as described in Section 3.1. Wires used to spray the samples were from two lots 
14970-A and 14970-B. Chemical analysis of the wires was performed by optical emission spectroscopy per 
ASTM A751 [104] by A and M Technical Services Inc. with results provided in Table 4.1. Temperature 
was read approximately every 80 passes back and forth with the thermal spray gun using an infrared 
temperature gun to maintain the coating surface temperature under 93°C (200°F). Temperatures were 
observed to reach as high as 250°F during spraying at which point the coating was allowed to cool below 
200°F before resuming thermal spraying. 
 
Table 4.1 Chemical analysis of wires used for thermal spraying. 
 
*Reported values in weight %, balance iron. 
 
 
4.1.1 Area Percent Defects 
Area percent defects (oxides, pores, cracks) results are provided in Table 4.2 for varying voltages. 
Each test piece represents a different voltage condition as shown in Figure 3.3. Shown previously in Figure 
3.4, three metallographic samples were taken along the center line of each test piece and are identified as 
location 1, 2, and 3. Each metallographic sample had six images taken of the coating cross section at the 
left-hand, middle, and right hand side with one near the substrate identified and bottom and one near the 
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coating surface identified as the top. Thus, the micrograph naming convention for Table 4.2 is “test piece 
number” + “location number” + “left/right/middle” + “top/bottom”.  
 
Table 4.2 Area Percent Defects for HH1 sprayed at Varying Voltages 







Top TP1L1LT 21.33% 
Bottom TP1L1LB 19.96% 
Middle 
Top TP1L1MT 25.83% 
Bottom TP1L1MB 22.69% 
Right 
Top TP1L1RT 23.76% 
Bottom TP1L1RB 21.60% 
2 
Left 
Top TP1L2LT 19.69% 
Bottom TP1L2LB 26.80% 
Middle 
Top TP1L2MT 21.89% 
Bottom TP1L2MB 18.46% 
Right 
Top TP1L2RT 22.74% 
Bottom TP1L2RB 20.41% 
3 
Left 
Top TP1L3LT 32.00% 
Bottom TP1L3LB 24.70% 
Middle 
Top TP1L3MT 26.22% 
Bottom TP1L3MB 23.37% 
Right 
Top TP1L3RT 24.23% 




Top TP2L1LT 22.69% 
Bottom TP2L1LB 25.54% 
Middle 
Top TP2L1MT 19.22% 
Bottom TP2L1MB 17.92% 
Right 
Top TP2L1RT 22.78% 
Bottom TP2L1RB 22.46% 
2 
Left 
Top TP2L2LT 24.90% 
Bottom TP2L2LB 19.18% 
Middle 
Top TP2L2MT 21.86% 
Bottom TP2L2MB 20.65% 
Right 
Top TP2L2RT 20.25% 





Table 4.2 Continued 






Top TP2L3LT 19.48% 
Bottom TP2L3LB 19.94% 
Middle 
Top TP2L3MT 18.13% 
Bottom TP2L3MB 21.18% 
Right 
Top TP2L3RT 20.32% 




Top TP3L1LT 17.25% 
Bottom TP3L1LB 17.18% 
Middle 
Top TP3L1MT 18.33% 
Bottom TP3L1MB 22.32% 
Right 
Top TP3L1RT 22.05% 
Bottom TP3L1RB 21.94% 
2 
Left 
Top TP3L2LT 22.32% 
Bottom TP3L2LB 20.39% 
Middle 
Top TP3L2MT 16.14% 
Bottom TP3L2MB 19.34% 
Right 
Top TP3L2RT 18.27% 
Bottom TP3L2RB 16.47% 
3 
Left 
Top TP3L3LT 18.94% 
Bottom TP3L3LB 18.97% 
Middle 
Top TP3L3MT 21.17% 
Bottom TP3L3MB 18.48% 
Right 
Top TP3L3RT 22.78% 
Bottom TP3L3RB 22.20% 
 
 
     
4.1.1.1 Area Percent Defects Statistical Significance 
 Regression analysis was run using Microsoft Excel 2013 to determine the statistical significance of the 
voltage on defect content (oxides, pores, and cracks). Table 4.3 provides details of the analysis including 
the p-value. It was found that the p-value was significantly lower than the 0.05 null hypothesis confirming 






Table 4.3 Statistical Analysis of Area Percent Defects with Input Voltage. 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.503 
R Square 0.253 
Adjusted R Square 0.239 
Standard Error 0.027 
Observations 54 
ANOVA 
 df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 1 0.01260 0.01260 17.62215 0.00011 
Residual 52 0.03717 0.00071   
Total 53 0.04977    
Summary Output Voltage Intercept 
Coefficients -0.00374 0.33043 
Standard Error 0.00089 0.02831 
t Stat -4.19787 11.67226 
p-value 0.00011 3.82389×10-16 
Lower 95% -0.00553 0.27362 
Upper 95% -0.00195 0.38723 
 
4.1.2 Vickers Hardness 
 Vickers hardness was taken through the coating thickness with indents targeted to be within splats as 
discussed in Section 3.5.1. Figure 4.1 shows indents taken through the coating thickness for each voltage 
condition. For hardness values under 500 HV, a magnified OM image was taken. Figure 4.2 shows the three 
hardness values from Figure 4.1 that were under 500 HV. Figure 4.2 (a) shows a Vickers indent with a 
hardness value of 390 HV from the 26.5V voltage condition coating. It can be seen that the indenter was 
not within a splat but instead broke through the coating next to a suspected large oxide inclusion. Figure 
4.2 (c) shows a second indent from the 26.5V voltage condition closer to the middle of the coating with 
hardness reading of 403 HV. At the top of the indent it is observed that the indenter cracked through the 
splat resulting in the lower hardness. The third indent below 500 HV was from the 36.5V voltage condition 
with a hardness value of 419 HV. This indent was taken at the bottom of a splat resulting in a crack forming 









Figure 4.2 Vickers hardness values from Figure 4.1 that were under 500 HV. 
 
 
4.1.3 SEM Images and Composition Maps 
 Composition maps were taken for each input voltage condition to identify major coating features. SEM 
and EDS details are provided in Section 3.3. This section will provide elemental map results and selected 
spot scan results for more detailed compositions.  
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4.1.3.1 Low Voltage Condition SEM Analysis 
 The low voltage condition has an input voltage of 26.5V. Several locations within the coating were 
selected to take composition maps. Figure 4.3 shows compositional maps taken at the interface between the 
coating and substrate. Figure 4.4 shows two locations where compositional maps were taken within the 
coating near a spherical oxide and at large crack. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Compositional maps of the 26.5V input voltage condition at the coating substrate interface 




Figure 4.4 Compositional maps of the 26.5V input voltage condition within the coating for elements 





4.1.3.2 High Voltage Condition SEM Analysis 
 The low voltage condition has an input voltage of 36.5V. After Vickers hardness was taken through the 
coating thickness, composition maps were taken at several of the indents. Composition maps were overlaid 
on the SEM images to better identify particular regions. Figure 4.5 shows the three locations where 
compositional maps were taken in relation to the substrate. The hardness value recorded for each indent is 




Figure 4.5 Three locations where compositional maps were taken in relation to the substrate. Vickers 
hardness values are overlaid next to respective indent. 
 
 
 Figure 4.6 shows the compositions maps for location (a) of Figure 4.5 with each element map overlaid 
on the SEM image for better differentiating the splats, oxides, and pore features. Looking at the oxygen 
composition map, it is easy to correlate other elements present at the same location and determine what 
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oxides are present. Additionally, areas of element concentration can be identified such as observed for the 
aluminum, nickel, and vanadium composition maps. Three spot scans were taken with spot 1 representing 
the composition at the Vickers indent, spot 2 taken within the region of aluminum concentration, and spot 
3 at the round region of vanadium concentration. Location of spot scan and spot scan results are provided 
in Figure 4.7. 
 
 








 Location (b) from Figure 4.5 had composition maps taken with results shown in Figure 4.8. The Vickers 
indent shown was taken within the center of the splat cross-section providing a good reading for the splat 
material hardness. Spot scans were taken within three different splats to investigate potential splat 
composition variance.  
 
 








 Results for composition maps taken at the third location, as represented by location (c) in Figure 4.8, 
are provided in Figure 4.10. Three spot scans were taken of the coating with spot 1 at a region of high 
nickel, spot 2 at a region of concentrated vanadium, and spot 3 at an aluminum and titanium oxide. Spot 
scan locations and results are provided in Figure 4.11. 
 
 






Figure 4.11 Spot scans taken within location (c) of Figure 4.5. 
 
 
4.1.4 Nano-Indentation Results 
 For each voltage condition, two nano-indentation grids were taken across the coating-substrate interface 
of mounted and polished coating cross-sections as previously discussed in Section 3.5.2. OM images taken 
at each indentation grid are shown in Figure 4.12. Values in gigapascals (GPa) for each indent are provided 
in Figure 4.13 where the lower-left value represents the furthest value into the substrate.  
 
 
Figure 4.12 OM images taken at each nano-indentation grid across the coating-substrate interface. 
 
 
 Conditional formatting was applied to the grids to better visualize the distributions. Identical values with 










4.1.5 Four-Point Bending Results with DIC 
 As discussed in Section 3.6.1, six samples were prepared for bend testing. Figure 4.14 shows material 
that was water jet-cut before sectioning, milling, and surface grinding to final dimensions. Final dimensions 
were taken at locations shown in Figure 4.15 with a digital micrometer. Final sample dimensions for length, 
width, and thickness are provided in Table 4.4 with average values used to calculate stress and strain. 
 
 














Table 4.4 Bend sample dimensions. 
Sample 
ID 





Average 1 2 3 1 2 3 
26.5 BT1 12.500 12.492 12.501 5.218 5.138 5.153 77.495 12.498 5.170 
26.5 BT2 12.610 12.584 12.591 5.348 5.329 5.393 76.505 12.595 5.357 
31.5 BT1 12.288 12.291 12.299 5.407 5.278 5.322 76.225 12.293 5.336 
31.5 BT2 12.373 12.362 12.366 5.393 5.343 5.431 76.759 12.367 5.389 
36.5 BT1 12.227 12.229 12.228 5.356 5.300 5.330 76.683 12.228 5.329 
36.5 BT2 12.322 12.327 12.328 5.346 5.329 5.433 76.276 12.326 5.369 
 
 
         
 Bend testing was performed with DIC to track the strains during the test and correlate them with load 
data. The face of the sample was imaged and consisted of 2 mm thick coating at the outer-fiber with 2 mm 
of substrate thickness that the load was applied to. This can be viewed in Figure 4.16 (a) showing a strain 
image taken 90 seconds into the second bend test of the 26.5 input voltage condition overlaid onto the 
sample image inside the bending fixture. Figure 4.16 (b) shows the sample posttest with DIC paint spatter 
cleaned off showing crack locations in relationship to strain readings and loading fixtures. 
 
Figure 4.16 Strain image taken 90 seconds into the second bend test of the low input voltage condition 
overlaid onto the sample image inside the bending fixture (a) with sample posttest with DIC paint 
spatter cleaned off showing location of cracks. 
 
 
 Figure 4.17 shows an example of how the DIC data was correlated with the load results where each load 
drop was matched with the corresponding strain images. The load drop can be matched with strain 
concentrations in the area on the sample where the crack initiated. Additionally, the location of the first 
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crack can be determined from fracture analysis. Load versus time was compared with DIC data in the same 
fashion as shown in Figure 4.17. 
 
 
Figure 4.17 Load versus time for the second bend test of the low input voltage condition with strain 
images correlated each load drop. 
 
 
4.1.6 Fracture Surface 
 Four point bend samples were sectioned as shown in Figure 3.13 to analyze the fracture surface. Figure 
4.18 shows an image of the fracture surface of the first bend test of the 26.5V input voltage condition. The 
substrate was sectioned with a ceramic blade being careful to not damage the fracture surface; however, 
several of the coating layers were sectioned and would not be used in the analysis. 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Fracture surface of the first bend test of the 26.5V input voltage condition. 
 
 
 The fracture surface was also analyzed with SEM. Figure 4.19 shows an SEM image of the full coating 
thickness fracture surface. The cutting marks can be viewed on the substrate and the first splat layer leaving 
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a majority of the facture surface intact for fractography. Individual splats can be observed as well as the 
point where the coating crack changed from transvers to longitudinal propagation to the bending stress. 
 
 
Figure 4.19 SEM image of bend test fracture surface. 
 
 
 SEM images were taken at various locations within the coating representative of the whole. Spot scans 
for compositions were taken of various features and areas suspected of crack initiation. An example of this 
is shown in Figure 4.20 where an image was taken of a cleaved splat with visible river-lines. A spot scan 





Figure 4.20 Cleaved splat showing river lines with spot scan taken at apparent initiation point. 
 
 
4.1.7 Wear Test – HH1 
 Two wear tests were performed on the 31.5V and 36.5V voltage conditions with results provided in 
Table 4.5. Samples were tested for 1 hour at 200 revolutions per minute. Image of samples after test is 
provided in Figure 4.21. 
 






(mm3/Nm) Average Wear 
31.5V Test 1 12,000 1.244 1.21 × 10-4 
1.17 × 10-4 
31.5V Test 2 12,000 1.154 1.12 × 10-4 
36.5V Test 1 12,000 1.108 1.08 × 10-4 
1.11 × 10-4 





Figure 4.21 Image of wear test samples posttest. 
 
 
4.2 Thermal Sprayed New Composition Coating 
 Samples were sprayed to a new composition as described in Section 3.7.1.2. Temperature was read 
approximately every 80 passes back and forth with the thermal spray gun using an infrared temperature gun 
to maintain the coating surface temperature under 93°C (200°F). Temperatures were observed to reach as 
high as 250°F during spraying at which point the coating was allowed to cool below 200°F before resuming 
thermal spraying. 
4.2.1 Area Percent Defects 
 Area percent defects (oxides, pores, cracks) results are provided in Table 4.6 for varying spray pressures. 
Shown previously for the HH1 test pieces in Figure 3.4, three metallographic samples were taken along the 
center-line of each test piece and are identified as location 1, 2, and 3. Each metallographic sample had six 
images taken of the coating cross-section at the left-hand, middle, and right-hand side with one near the 
substrate identified and bottom and one near the coating surface identified as the top. Thus, the micrograph 
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naming convention for Table 4.6 is “test piece number” + “location number” + “left/right/middle” + 
“top/bottom”. 
 
Table 4.6 Area Percent Defects for Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 composition sprayed at varying 
pressures. 







Top TP1L1LT 21.41% 
Bottom TP1L1LB 23.24% 
Middle 
Top TP1L1MT 19.71% 
Bottom TP1L1MB 23.80% 
Right 
Top TP1L1RT 18.89% 
Bottom TP1L1RB 25.56% 
2 
Left 
Top TP1L2LT 23.40% 
Bottom TP1L2LB 25.15% 
Middle 
Top TP1L2MT 25.81% 
Bottom TP1L2MB 22.86% 
Right 
Top TP1L2RT 18.59% 
Bottom TP1L2RB 27.16% 
3 
Left 
Top TP1L3LT 23.87% 
Bottom TP1L3LB 23.42% 
Middle 
Top TP1L3MT 22.16% 
Bottom TP1L3MB 21.18% 
Right 
Top TP1L3RT 19.35% 




Top TP2L1LT 32.12% 
Bottom TP2L1LB 31.92% 
Middle 
Top TP2L1MT 33.49% 
Bottom TP2L1MB 32.64% 
Right 
Top TP2L1RT 29.79% 
Bottom TP2L1RB 30.47% 
2 
Left 
Top TP2L2LT 35.92% 
Bottom TP2L2LB 31.77% 
Middle 
Top TP2L2MT 35.16% 
Bottom TP2L2MB 34.64% 
Right 
Top TP2L2RT 34.13% 





Table 4.6 Continued 






Top TP2L3LT 30.82% 
Bottom TP2L3LB 32.42% 
Middle 
Top TP2L3MT 34.55% 
Bottom TP2L3MB 29.73% 
Right 
Top TP2L3RT 31.95% 




Top TP3L1LT 68.83% 
Bottom TP3L1LB 60.11% 
Middle 
Top TP3L1MT 64.15% 
Bottom TP3L1MB 64.51% 
Right 
Top TP3L1RT 60.29% 
Bottom TP3L1RB 58.09% 
2 
Left 
Top TP3L2LT 70.70% 
Bottom TP3L2LB 60.25% 
Middle 
Top TP3L2MT 71.47% 
Bottom TP3L2MB 65.46% 
Right 
Top TP3L2RT 69.14% 




Top TP3L3LT 60.36% 
Bottom TP3L3LB 56.89% 
Middle 
Top TP3L3MT 54.01% 
Bottom TP3L3MB 61.81% 
Right 
Top TP3L3RT 57.70% 
Bottom TP3L3RB 56.06% 
 
4.2.2 Vickers Hardness 
 Vickers hardness was taken through the coating thickness with indents targeted to be within splats as 
discussed in Section 3.5.1. Figure 4.22 represents OM images compiled together showing indents taken 
through the coating thickness for the high (310 kPa) and low (172 kPa) spray pressure conditions. Due to 
the high oxidation present in the high spray pressure condition, taking an indent within a splat was difficult 









4.2.3 SEM Images and Composition Maps 
 Composition maps were taken to identify major coating features. SEM and EDS details are provided in 
Section 3.3. Figure 4.23 shows composition maps taken of the 241 kPa pressure condition coating for Ni, 
Co, Fe, Cr, and O. Partially transparent compositional maps haven been overlaid on the SEM image to 









 Additional composition maps were taken across the coating substrate interface as shown in Figure 4.24. 
Transparent composition maps are overlaid over the SEM image taken at the same location to help 
differentiate between the substrate and coating, different splat composition, and oxide types. 
4.2.4 Four-Point Bending Results 
 As discussed in Section 3.6.1, samples were prepared for bend testing by water jet-cutting from the test 
pieces before sectioning, milling and surface grinding to final dimensions. However, instead of two samples 
per input voltage condition, there were three samples tested per spray pressure condition. Final dimensions 
were taken at locations shown in Figure 4.15 with a digital micrometer. Final sample dimensions for length, 
width, and thickness are provided in Table 4.7 with average values used to calculate stress and strain. The 
naming convention for the sample identification is first the spray pressure in psi and then the bend test 






Table 4.7 Bend Sample Dimensions. 
Sample 
ID 





Average 1 2 3 1 2 3 
25 BT1 11.940 11.930 11.930 4.510 4.290 4.470 79.450 11.933 4.423 
25 BT2 11.960 11.960 11.960 4.380 4.040 4.290 79.590 11.960 4.237 
25 BT3 11.960 11.950 11.950 4.450 4.080 4.190 79.560 11.953 4.240 
35 BT1 11.960 11.950 11.960 4.320 4.040 4.230 79.540 11.957 4.197 
35 BT2 11.950 11.950 11.950 4.240 4.060 4.210 79.410 11.957 4.170 
35 BT3 12.370 12.350 12.370 4.270 4.120 4.190 79.440 12.363 4.193 
45 BT1 11.960 11.950 11.960 4.210 3.930 4.160 79.360 11.957 4.100 
45 BT2 11.960 11.960 11.960 4.240 4.090 4.240 79.380 11.960 4.190 
45 BT3 12.340 12.350 12.370 4.270 4.130 4.240 79.540 12.353 4.213 
 
 
         
 Bend testing was conducted as discussed in Section 3.6.2 for each sample. DIC was not conducted on 
the new composition samples. Outer-fiber stresses were calculated and plotted using actual sample 
geometries. Figure 4.25 shows the outer-fiber stress versus strain for the low spray pressure condition. The 
second bend sample (25 BT2) was found to have a significantly lower stress achieved before cracking. It 
was found that an incorrect coating was prepared for bend testing as a result of preparing the wrong side of 
the substrate for testing. This is due to the substrates being coated on both sides as a way to save time and 
 
Figure 4.24 Compositional maps taken at the coating-substrate interface overlaid on the SEM image 




material during the practice spraying of the new composition. For sample 25 BT2, the correct side was 
marked incorrectly resulting in the wrong coating being prepared and tested. 
 
 
Figure 4.25 Low spray pressure bend samples outer-fiber stress versus strain. 
 
 
 The results for the other two spray pressure conditions are shown in Figure 4.26 with (a) representing 
the 241 kPa (35 psi) condition and (b) representing the 310 kPa (45 psi) spray condition. The first load drop 
occurred at the point when the coating cracks which was audible during the testing. All bend testing for the 
three spray pressure conditions was conducted on the same load frame discussed in Section 3.6.2 during 









4.2.5 Wear Results – New Composition 
 Wear testing was conducted as discussed in Section 3.7.3.1. Results for each wear test are provided in 
Table 4.8. Wear rate was calculated by converting the mass loss to volume loss assuming 
Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 has a density of 8.419 g/cm3. The density (𝜌) assumption was determined 
by the relationship 𝜌 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝜌𝑖 using values provided in Table 3.3. Figure 4.27 shows the 241 kPa spray 
pressure condition wear sample posttest. 
 
Table 4.8 Wear Results for New Composition. 
Pressure Condition Revolutions Mass Loss (g) Wear Rate (mm3/Nm) 
241 kPa 12,000 2.074 1.93 × 10-4 





Figure 4.27 Post wear test sample of the 241 kPa spray pressure condition. 
 
 
 After wear testing, the 241 kPa spray pressure condition sample shown in Figure 4.27 was analyzed with 
SEM and EDS. Figure 4.28 shows the wear surface at increasing magnification from (a) to (c). The sliding 
direction of the rubber and sand wheel was from the top to the bottom of the image also noting the scratch 
direction in each image. Compositional maps were taken of the wear surface for Ni, Co, O, Cr, and Fe with 
results provided in Figure 4.29. The Mo composition map did not render and was excluded. Based on the 




Figure 4.28 Wear surface of the 241 kPa spray pressure condition at different magnifications of (a) 


















CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
This chapter will discuss the results presented in Chapter 4 starting with the experimentation conducted 
on the HH1 coating. The coating morphologies are discussed in connection with the in-flight and deposited 
droplet conditions to better understand the relationship among input voltage, droplet temperature, oxidation, 
and the final coating structures. The effect of the voltage parameter on mechanical properties was also 
investigated.  
  Results for the new composition are discussed in relationship to the HH1 coating and compared with 
the goal of achieving a tougher coating. The coating structure will be compared with the expected structure 
and wear rate. Coating microstructure and mechanical properties will be discussed in relationship to spray 
pressure. 
5.1 Thermal Sprayed HH1 Coating 
 The objective of this study was to characterize the thermal spray coating as a function of input voltage 
and elucidate how the voltage affects the microstructure formation in the sprayed coatings. It has been 
reported for iron-based coatings (Fe-0.8 wt. %C), that increasing the input voltage from 27V to 40V resulted 
in the mean droplet temperature upon impact increasing by 150°C and mean droplet diameter decreasing 
by 56 μm [57, 58]. Adjusting the mean droplet size and temperature affects the coating structure and oxide 
content. The relationship between input-voltage and coating strength will be discussed and related to in-
flight droplet characteristics and coating structure to better understand the connection between input 
voltages, coating structure, and coating mechanical properties. 
5.1.1 Coating Porosity Analysis 
 Microstructural characterizations on the coatings under each voltage condition revealed a complex 
mixture of splats, oxides, pores, cracks, and regions of elemental segregation. As voltage increased, the 
measured area percentage porosity, gradually decreased as shown in Figure 5.1. However, by comparison 
with SEM images at the same location, it was found that most of the dark areas counted as pores in the OM 








 Large oxides circled red in Figure 5.2 (a) show up as dark regions on the OM processed image but are 
revealed to be oxides by Figure 5.2 (b) SEM image taken from the same location.  It is clearly shown that 
the majority of dark regions that were counted as porosity in the porosity analysis per the ASTM 2109 – 01 
standard in Figure 5.2 (a) corresponds to the light colored oxide particles (~20 μm in size) in Figure 5.2 (b).  
Similar observations were reported for APS sprayed 316L austenitic stainless steel powders, where areas 




Figure 5.2 Processed image (a) and SEM (b) images taken from the same area of 26.5V voltage 




 In addition to the majority defect concentration of oxides, the coating contained a small volume of pores. 
The two main factors that influence porosity are droplet velocity and temperature. An increased droplet 
temperature decreases the viscosity and results in a reduced roughness and denser coating [105]. It has also 
been shown that for TWAS steel coatings with similar compositions to HH1, voltage reduces droplet size 
and increases droplet temperature on impact at this specific spray distance [57]. Thus, at higher voltages, 
the droplet would be hotter and smaller and are expected to produce a coating with less porosity as observed 
in Figure 5.1. A factor that would counteract the temperature is velocity. At the spray distance used, as 
voltage increases, droplet velocity decreases [57]. This results in less flattening and produces a less dense 
coating. The results of Figure 5.1 indicate that effects of voltage on droplet temperature and size are more 
significant than the effect of voltage on droplet velocity on coating porosity. 
 The distribution of the defects through the coating was evaluated by X-ray CT using the ZEISS 620 
Versa 3D X-ray microscope as discussed in Section 3.4. A 3D rendered image for the 31.5 input-voltage 
condition is shown in Figure 5.3 compiled from the X-ray CT data. Based on the sample size, oxides smaller 
than 5 µm could not be resolved. The red regions represent oxides, pores, and crack content through the 
coating thickness. The defects, which are primarily oxides as shown in Figure 5.2, are distributed relatively 
evenly throughout the coating and constitute a large volume fraction consistent with the 22% measured 





Figure 5.3 X-ray CT data of the HH-1 31.5 voltage condition rendered in 3D giving the distribution 
of oxides, pores, and cracks through the coating thickness. 
 
 
5.1.2 Voltage Effects on Oxidation Behavior 
 Based on the results discussed in Section 5.1.1, the total number of oxides decreased as the voltage 
increased. TWAS oxidation can occur during in-flight and/or after droplet impact as the splat cools [30, 
47]. It has been reported in a Fe-0.8 wt. %C system [57], which is similar to the composition studied here, 
that molten droplets impact the substrate at temperatures above 2200°C with the voltages increasing from 
27V to 38V, the impact temperature increased by as much as 100°C [57]. Figure 5.4 (c) and (d) show a 
schematic of droplets impacting the substrate at these different temperatures. The melting temperature (Tm) 
of oxides such as silicon dioxide (SiO2) and aluminum oxide (Al2O3) are 1710°C [106] and 2054°C [107] 
respectively. Thus, at these high droplet impact temperatures, oxide formation will occur primarily after 
droplet impact. 
 After droplet impacts and during splat cooling, splats exposed to oxygen of the compressed air form 
oxides on the surface. Depending on the time exposed to the jet before being covered by the next layer of 
splats will determine the amount of oxidation [47]. As voltage increases, the mean droplet diameter 
decreases with deposition rate remaining relatively unchanged as it relates to the amperage parameter [57]. 
For higher voltages, the smaller droplets will cover the splat layer faster and reduce the level of oxidation 
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after impact as observed in Figure 5.1. This is shown in Figure 5.4 (a) and (b) optical images of the 26.5V 
and 36.5V condition where the oxide layers between the splats are more defined in the lower voltage 
condition. An exaggerated illustration of this process is shown in Figure 5.4 (c) showing the low voltage 
condition and (d) showing the high voltage condition. 
5.1.3 Coating Structure 
 Hardness values provided in Section 4.1.2 were taken within splats ranged between 523 and 934 HV 
indicating that the splats are composed of a fine martensitic structure. This is expected due to the rapid 
cooling of the molten droplet upon impact as well as observations in the literature of similar compositions 
TWAS studies [49, 51, 108]. Due to the complex mixture of oxides, element segregation and splat 
morphology, indenting the specimens within a droplet was difficult. Vickers hardness values that are below 
500 HV were the result of the splat cracking as a result of indent placement to close to a splat-splat 
boundary.  
 
Figure 5.4 Optical image of the 26.5V (a) and 36.5V condition (b) comparing the oxidation on the 
splat surface. Schematic drawings (not-to-scale) showing droplet size and splat surface oxidation for 
the 26.5V (c) and 36.5V condition (d). 
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 No clear effect of voltage on hardness was observed due to the wide range of values. This large variation 
in values, however, could have more to do with indent placement in relation to defects than an artifact of 
location within the coating thickness. It is also worth noting that the coating surface temperature was 
maintained below 93°C (200°F) and that droplets through the thickness of the coating would not have been 
exposed to temperatures high enough to temper the martensite after splat quench. 
 In addition to the oxides and martensitic splat structure, there were various regions of element 
segregation primarily of nickel and vanadium. Figure 5.5 shows an SEM image taken of a 36.5V sample 
with EDS maps of Ni and V overlaid showing the concentrated regions. Spot scan 1 in the Ni concentrated 
region estimates a composition of Fe-23 at.% Ni suggesting a face center cubic (FCC) phase [109]. Spot 
scan 2 in the V concentrated region estimates a composition of Fe-16 at.% V suggesting a (V, Fe) BCC 
phase [110]. The regions with higher elemental consecrations of elements such as Ni and V could be 
potentially caused by compositional variations inherent in the powder core wire. When the droplet impacts 








5.1.4 Oxide Morphologies 
 Oxide morphologies were determined by taking EDS maps of the various oxides observed. Error! 
Reference source not found. shows one EDS map taken of the 36.5V condition showing various oxides 
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formed with Al, Si, and Ti. Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) were found to constitute 
most of the present oxides with titanium oxide present to a lesser extent. Al2O3 was found as long thin 
layers between splats. This is expected as Al2O3 forms as a stable high-temperature scale in iron systems 
[111, 112] and would form on the splat surface first after impact. Splats only exposed to the oxygen within 
the jet for a very short period of time (microseconds) will not oxidize much, as compared with portions of 
sprayed layers which can sometimes be exposed for up to a second allowing for an oxide scale to form [47]. 
This is shown in contrast between Figure 5.4 (a) and (b) where a thicker Al2O3 oxide layer is observed on 
the lower voltage condition because it has more time to form before the next droplet impacts and slows/stops 
the growth of the layer. 
 SiO2 was observed to have large near-spherical oxide morphologies approximately 50 µm in diameter. 
The SiO2, which has a lower melting point than Al2O3, forms after the Al2O3 with the remaining diffused 
oxygen [106, 107]. Given the silicon dioxide reaction: 
 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑂2 = 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 (5.1) 
   
At the SiO2 Tm of 1710°C the partial pressure of oxygen is on the order of 10-14 atm, well below the 
pressure of the system, resulting in the oxide not forming [113]. Silicon dioxide has many crystallographic 
forms. With the rapid cooling of the molten droplets, it is expected that silica glass, which forms on 
quenching from 1710°C, and cristobalite, the high temperature SiO2 phase, would form [106]. This is 
observed in Error! Reference source not found. where EDS map show large near-spherical SiO2 oxide 
morphologies unlike the thin layer morphologies of the Al2O3. 
5.1.5 Effect of Voltage on Residual Stress 
 The coating-substrate interface consists of the A36 steel substrate and sprayed coating anchored onto 
the rough sand-blasted surface forming a mechanical bond [39]. Nano-indentation grids were taken across 
the interface to evaluate if the different voltage conditions had an influence on the hardness distribution 
into the substrate as previously discussed in Section 3.5.2. The plot in Figure 5.7 shows a comparison 
between each voltage condition for the average indentation value at various distances into the substrate 
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starting at the interface. It was observed that indentation values for every voltage condition decreased with 
distance from interface. This is expected, not due to the thermal spray coating, but due to the cold working 
of the surface from sandblasting. Thus, the indentation value was examined in order to see if differences in 
trends were observed between the three voltages.  
 
 No clear differences were observed between each voltage condition for hardness distribution. Due to the 
relationship existing between hardness and residual stress, this suggests that the applied residual stress from 
the coating was similar for each voltage condition due to the relationship between hardness and residual 
stress [94]. TWAS, unlike other spray processes, has minimal substrate heating and with the coating surface 
maintained under 93°C (200°F), there was not a distinct impact to the substrate mechanical properties from 
thermal spraying [9]. 
 
 







Figure 5.7 Average indentation values at various distances into the substrate starting at the interface. 
 
 
5.1.6 Coating Strength 
 Four-point bend testing with DIC was performed on each sample of the three input-voltage condition 
with load versus time data provided in Figure 5.8. During each bend test there were several sharp load drops 
observed on each sample. Utilizing the DIC data, these load drops were correlated with each samples DIC 
strain data. Figure 4.17 shows the load vs time data for the second bend test of the 26.5 voltage condition 
with DIC strain maps of the sample one second before and after each load drop. Through this comparison 
we see that at 28 seconds the sample began to show higher strains at the right-hand side of the sample just 
below the right loading nose. Thus, the first load drop was caused by the coating cracking at this location 
which is evident from the posttest image which clearly shows the crack. The first crack continues to grow 
until 48 seconds at which point another load drop occurs. The second load drop show in Figure 4.17 
compared with the DIC strain maps at 47 and 48 seconds shows that another crack develops in the coating 
at the left-hand side under the left loading nose. Both cracks propagate from the coating surface towards 









 Looking at the averaged outer fiber stress versus strain for the three input-voltage conditions, it is 
observed that as voltage is increased the stress required to initiate a crack in the coating increases. This is 
shown in Figure 5.9 where the lowest outer fiber stress to crack the coating for the 26.5, 31.5, and 36.5 
input-voltage condition was 88, 109, and 125 MPa respectively. The maximum outer-fiber stress can be 
calculated between the two central loading points that define the load span using the following equation: 
 
𝑆 = 3𝑃𝐿4𝑏𝑑2 (5.2) 
   
where S is the outer-fiber stress throughout the load span in MPa, P is the load in Newtons, L is the length 
of the support span in millimeters, b is the average beam width in millimeters, and d is the average thickness 
in millimeters. 
 The increase in strength can be attributed to the higher voltage samples having a lower oxide content as 
discussed in Section 5.1.1 and finer solidified structure due to the smaller impinging droplet size [58]. It 
was shown in Figure 5.1 for sprayed HH-1 that the average oxide, porosity, and crack content decreases by 
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4% when increasing the input voltage from 26.5 to 36.5 V. For a similar sprayed material Fe – 0.8 wt. % 
C, it was observed that as voltage was increased from 28 to 40 V the mean droplet diameter decreased from 
668 to 612 μm [58]. After the droplets impact the substrate surface, they are cooled to under 100°C within 
a few milliseconds [49, 51]. It has been reported that for a Fe-0.8 wt. %C system, which is similar to the 
composition studied here, molten droplets impact the substrate at temperatures of 2200°C and 2300°C for 
input voltages of 27V to 38V respectively [57]. Figure 5.10 shows the isothermal-transformation (I-T) 
diagram for type 1080 steel with a composition of Fe – 0.79 wt. % C – 0.76 wt. % Mn, grain size of 6 
austenitized at 899°C [114]. This I-T diagram is used as a reference noting that a more accurate I-T diagram 
would need to account for factors that could affect the martensite start temperature (Ms) such as grain size 
[115] and quench rates [116]. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Average indentation values at various distances into the substrate starting at the interface. 
 
 
 As shown in Figure 5.10, the splat cools rapidly from the liquid state to below the Ms temperature within 
a few milliseconds. At some undercooling below the liquidus, by the peritectic reaction, austenite forms. 
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The droplet continues to rapidly cool below the on-cooling austenite transformation temperature (A𝑟1) and 
avoids forming pearlite. The transformation kinetics are to slow to form ferrite (α) and cementite (Fe3C) 
before the droplet is cooled to the maintained surface temperature of 93°C. The droplets instead cool below 
the Ms temperature and form a fine martensitic structure. Hardness values reported in Section 4.1.2 were 
taken within the deposited splats of the HH-1 coating and ranged between 523 and 934 HV which are 
similar to martensite values of steels containing similar carbon levels [117]. 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Schematic of the I-T diagram for type 1080 steel approximated for the twin-wire arc 
sprayed HH-1 [114]. 
 
 
5.1.7 Fracture Surface Analysis 
 Fracture surfaces of bend test samples were analyzed by SEM imaging. Figure 4.19 shows an image 
taken at 47x showing the full thickness of the coating. As was observed from the DIC data, the crack 
initiated at the coating surface and propagated towards the substrate. The crack propagation was chiefly 
affected by the fracture of splats from one layer to another utilizing weak points such as oxides, pre-cracks 
and pores within the lamella sprayed structure [118]. Near the substrate-coating interface the crack changed 
from propagating perpendicular to the bending stress to cracking horizontally. The coating is harder and 
more brittle than the A36 steel substrate and, once the crack propagates close enough to the substrate, the 
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coating holds it ridged shape and starts to pull away from the substrate. As shown in Figure 5.11, the coating 
does not pull directly away from the sand-blasted substrate but instead delaminates a first few splat layers 
up from the substrate along weak splat boundaries [119]. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Fracture surface after bend test showing delamination from substrate. 
 
 
 Cracks initiated at oxides dispersed throughout the coating. Previously shown in Figure 4.20, an image 
was taken of the bend sample fracture surface where a splat failed by brittle cleavage fracture. The splat 
was subjected to tensile forces perpendicular to the image during testing. Further magnification of the 
cleaved splat surface revealed faceted ledges or river lines leading back to the initiation point [120]. A spot 
scan was taken at the initiation point where the river lines lead with results also shown in Figure 4.20. The 
spot was found to contain high amounts of aluminum and oxygen in close atomic ratio agreement to (Al2O3). 
The presence of aluminum oxides is expected as Al2O3 and SiO2 are the most common oxides present in 
the HH1 coating. 
 Further spot scans taken along the fracture surface revealed that large amounts of oxides are present. 
Figure 5.12 shows several spot scans taken at various locations along the fractured surface near the substrate 
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where the crack began to propagate parallel to the bending stress. Spots a-d all contained high amounts of 
oxygen ranging from 40 to 49 at. % O and aluminum ranging from 12 to 16 at. % Al. This ratio suggests 
that the Al2O3 was present at the fracture which is expected as Al2O3 forms on the splat surface after molten 
steel droplets impact and cool. Thus, when the crack switched from propagating perpendicular to parallel 
to the bending stress, fracture occurred by the delamination along the splat surface. Similar findings were 
observed in the WC-FeCSiMn sprayed coating where many cracks were perpendicular to the bend stress 




Figure 5.12 Spots scans taken along fracture surface with schematic showing where image was taken 




 In addition to cracking initiated at Al2O3 oxides, it was also found that fracture occurred at other oxides 
including SiO2 and TiO2. Figure 5.13 (a) shows a splat that failed under tensile stress through the splat 
failing with brittle fracture. As shown in Figure 5.13 (a), at the location of the spot scan, there are radial 
marks directed at this location indicating the point where the crack initiated. Spot scans of this area revealed 
that this area was comprised primarily of silicon and oxygen indicating that the fracture started at a SiO2 
particle located within the splat. The SiO2, which has a lower melting point than Al2O3, forms after the 
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Al2O3 forms as a thin layer on the spat surface after droplet impact [107]. The silicon reacts with the oxygen 
and forms near spherical SiO2 oxide particles within the solidifying splat. These particles facilitate the 
brittle fracture through the splat cross-section. Titanium had a similar effect as silicon formed oxides within 
the spray. Figure 5.13 (b) shows a fractured surface where near the top of the image the failure was along 
splat boundaries before fracturing through several splat layers. The splat layers are easily visible with sharp 
angles between the splat surface and fracture surface. Radial marks on the splats fracture surface appear 
almost vertical pointing to the coating surface where max stress from bending occurs. A spot scan was taken 
at the top of a bowl-shaped fracture feature revealing that the particle at the top of the feature contained 
high amounts of titanium, aluminum and oxygen. To the left of the particle shows brittle fracture of the 
splat whereas the bowl-shaped feature appears to be the result of a bordering splat being pulled away (out 
of the page) leaving this crater surface. The presence of aluminum and oxygen within the bowl also suggest 
this was the case as Al2O3 was found primarily between splat layers. 
 
 






5.1.8 Wear Testing – HH1 
 Wear testing was conducted as previously discussed in Section 3.6.5. As reported in Table 4.5, the 
average wear rate decreased from 1.17×10-4 to 1.11×10-4 mm3/Nm when input voltage increased from 31.5V 
to 36.5V. However, this difference is small and, without further repeated testing, no relationship can be 
confidently stated. It is expected, however, that the wear rate would increase with increased voltage due to 
the reduced oxide content observed in Figure 5.1. Oxides for HH1 were found to be primarily Al2O3, SiO2, 
and TiO2. Alumina (Al2O3) was observed to be the primary oxide formed between splat layers. Al2O3 has 
wear rates on the order of 10-12 mm3/Nm which was reported for 450µm thick APS prepared Al2O3 coatings 
[121]. The decrease in oxides content from 31.5V to 36.5V was 1%, thus a significant difference in wear 
behavior between these two voltage conditions cannot be expected. This is not the case for the low voltage 
condition of 26.5V which saw a 5% decrease in oxide content which could have a more pronounced wear 
rate difference. 
5.2 Thermal Sprayed New Coating Composition 
 As discussed in Section 5.1, adjusting the voltage influenced the oxide content and coating strength. 
However, in order to achieve a more significant increase in toughness, a new composition was developed 
based on findings by Li which found that a MPEA sprayed by APS formed an FCC solid solution with 
spinel oxides generating a coating with similar wear rates to HH1 [84]. The new composition 
(Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01) was determined based on material availability and Termo-Calc analysis 
previously discussed in Section 3.7.1.2. To generate this composition, two wires were arced together in the 
TWAS gun-head schematically shown in Figure 3.16. Spraying was conducted at three spray pressures in 
order to analyze the effect of droplet size on coating oxidation content, strength, and wire-mixing. It was 
hypothesized that increases in spray pressure would increase the oxide content which in turn would improve 
wear rate. This was observed for the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 alloy where coatings produced by APS contained 47% 
oxide content and exhibited an order of magnitude improved wear resistance compared with an HVOF 
coating of the same alloy which contained only 12.7% oxide content [84]. However, based on the HH1 
results, increased oxide content resulted in a decrease in coating strength and toughness. Thus, the tradeoff 
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between wear rate and coating toughness must be considered. This section will discuss the compositional, 
wear, and mechanical results of the Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 coating. 
5.2.1 Coating Features 
 Utilizing SEM imaging and EDS mapping per Section 3.3, two different splat compositions were 
observed in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 which will be referred to as Splat 1 and Splat 2. Splat 1 was 
characterized by high concentrations of Ni and Cr as shown in Figure 5.14 (a). Splat 2, on the other hand, 
was characterized by high concentrations of Fe, Co, and Mo as shown in Figure 5.14 (a). 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Splat 1 (a) and Splat 2 composition (b) with elemental maps and spot scans showing the 




 The spot scan within Splat 1 revealed that the wt. % of Ni, Cr, Mo, and Fe was almost identical to that 
of the Inconel 625 solid wire with Splat 2 having a composition closely matching that of the cored wire 
composition provided in Figure 3.16. This suggests that there was little to no mixing of the anode and 
cathode wires within the arc or of droplets colliding and mixing in-flight or upon impact. This was also 
observed for the lower and higher pressure conditions. 
 The lack of mixing within the arc can be attributed to the difference in arc attachment to the cathode and 
anode as previously discussed in Section 2.3.2. Due to the heating difference of the anode and cathode 
wires, the asymmetric arc behavior for TWAS in an inherent feature of the melting process [21]. For the 
anode, a sheet is created from molten metal that builds up at the wire tip as a result of a large portion of the 
wire being heated by the diffuse arc attachment. This anode sheet continues to stretch and spread itself 
downstream [122]. The cathode, however, has constricted arc attachment with more localized heating 
forming more obtuse sheets [123]. This is visualized in Figure 5.15 showing an image taken from high 
speed video of the formation of two distinct liquid metal sheets for the anode and cathode. 
 
 





 Similar findings were observed for TWAS of 1.6 mm cored wires (AS850) and solid wires (Sprasteel) 
with composition in weigh percent of 4% Cr, <1% Mn, 1.4% Si, 2% C, 50% fused tungsten carbide WC-
W2C, and Fe balance and Fe-0.07% C, 0.96% Si, and 1.63 Mn, respectively [124]. It was found that melting 
behavior was different between cored wires and solid wires and that powder composition of the core wires 
played a significant role in metal disintegration. Solid wires exhibited longer metal sheets compared with 
cored wires due to the cross-sectional area differences between solid wire (2 mm2) versus a metal sheath 
(0.38 mm2) and propensity of powder, in the cored wire case, to be accelerated into the metal sheets causing 
early breakup.  
 
 The new composition, however, was a combination of a cored wire and solid wire arced together as 
shown in Figure 3.16. It can be assumed that a combination of melting behavior would be achieved. Melting 
behavior and disintegration would consist of the behaviors shown in Figure 5.16 (a) and (b). By having the 
cored wire as the anode and solid IN625 wire as the cathode, no long metal sheets would form on the anode 
due to the cored wire sheath and powder breakup. Metal sheets could presumably form on the cathode side 
but only to a limited degree as the cathode has constricted arc attachment. The spot scan provided in Figure 
5.14 (a) of Splat 1 contained less than 1 wt. % Co suggesting that the powders within the powder core anode 
wire were not accelerated across the arc into the cathode sheet. This is contrary to the cross-over effect 
observed for the AS850 cored wires where the powder particles are accelerated by the atomizing gas and 
 





penetrate against the extruded metal sheets as shown in Figure 5.17. This could be due to the short 
constricted arc attachment on the IN625 solid wire cathode not forming sheets long enough for the molten 
powders to interact based on the direction of the atomizing gas flow. The result was a coating composed of 
evenly distributed splats of two different materials forming an alloy composite shown in Figure 5.14. 
 
5.2.2 Coating Oxide Analysis 
 In addition to the two splat compositions, a significant amount of oxidation occurred. As previously 
discussed in Section 5.1.1, what was counted as porosity per ASTM 2109 measurements were actually 
mostly oxides. Spray pressure was found to have a significant effect on coating oxidation with average 
oxide content increasing from 21% to 64% when spray pressure was increased from 172 kPa to 310 kPa. 
Figure 5.18 shows the results of area percent oxide, pores, and cracks provided in Table 4.6 plotted versus 
spray pressure. The relationship was found to be non-linear where oxidation increased by 12% when 
increasing spray pressure from 172 to 241 kPa where the increase in oxidation from 241 to 310 kPa was 
almost three times this value at 31%. 
 
 










 This relationship can be easily visualized by three OM images taken at each pressure condition provided 
in Figure 5.19. The increase in spray pressure removes molten material from the wire tips more rapidly 
resulting in a significant reduction in droplet size as previously shown in Figure 2.31 [17, 58]. High 
atomizing air causes greater diffusion of oxygen into in-flight droplet and splat surface oxidation as the 
splats are propelled faster resulting in greater flattening [125]. 
 
 





 Compositional maps and spot scans were used to estimate oxides present. Figure 5.20 shows the oxygen 
compositional map overlaid on an SEM image taken from the same area revealing the location of the oxides. 
Two spot scans found that the oxides are primarily composed of Fe, Cr, Mo, and Co. The base composition, 
discussed in Section 3.7.1.1, attributed the superior wear of the APS coating to the presence of spinel oxides 
AB2O4 (A = Fe, Co, Ni and B = Fe, Cr) with high solid solubility in each other. The atomic percentage 
recorded were 47.07% and 49.08% which is about 10% less oxygen than expected for the spinel. Though 
the desired spinel could have still formed, the results suggest the oxides present may be more complex and 
with the high atomic percentage of Fe present, Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 would be present as well. Additionally, the 
lack of Ni present within the spots suggests that the oxidation primarily occurred on the cored wire droplets 
which contained most of the present Fe. No large oxides were observed, like with the SiO2 of the HH1 
coatings, but instead oxidization was found to be primarily on the splat surfaces with thicker layers observed 
and higher pressures. 
 
 










5.2.3  Mechanical Testing  
 
5.2.3.1 Hardness 
 Hardness values presented in Section 4.2.2 ranged between approximately 300 and 500 HV for both the 
high and low spray pressure conditions. The large variation in values can be attributed to the two different 
splat compositions discussed in Section 5.2.1. Splat 1 (IN625 splats) can be expected to have similar 
hardness values reported for selective laser melted (SLM) IN625 samples due to the similar cooling rates 
(106 k/s) [126]. SLW IN625 samples have a reported hardness of 343 HV which is within the range of 
hardness values observed within the TWAS new composition. High cooling rates for IN625 would result 
in most strengthening elements such as Mo and Nb remaining within the Ni matrix with a larger lattice 
distortion caused by point defects.  
 Splat 2 represents the combination of a 70 wt. % 430SS wire sheath (82% Fe and 18% Cr) filled with 
15 wt. % Co and 15 wt. % Mo powders mixed together within the anode side of the TWAS arc. Looking at 
the Vickers hardness result for the low pressure condition presented in Figure 4.22, the difference between 
indents taken with Splat 1 and Splat 2 can be better estimated due to the larger splat size and lower presence 
of oxides. Of the six indents, four had values between 343 and 360 HV which have values consistent with 
Splat 1. Of the other two indents, one was taken on a splat boundary resulting in a lower hardness value of 
the 234 HV while the other had a value of 483 HV and was clearly within a splat. Thus, this last higher 
hardness value can be deduced to be within Splat 2. The reason so many of the indents appear to be within 
Splat 1 is suspected to be an artifact of how the indents were taken where indents were taken on even 
number of splats for the first five values and, due to the even distribution of splats with the coating, would 




Figure 5.21 Vickers hardness values taken through the coating thickness of the low pressure condition 
showing which indents correspond to which splat type. 
 
 
 The phases present in Splat 2 were estimated based on ternary phase diagrams for Fe-Co-Cr. Figure 5.22 
(a) shows the ternary phase diagram at 1000°C with (b) showing the diagram at 700°C. Splat 2 exists 
somewhere within the black triangle depending on degree of the Mo composition effect. It is observed that 
the splat cooled through the (Fe, Co)ht phase into a mixed phase region of (Fe, Co)ht and (Cr, Fe) phases or 
an FCC phase into a FCC + BCC phase region. The presence of a BCC phase could explain the higher 483 
HV hardness observed. 
 
 




5.2.3.2 Coating Strength 
 Bend testing performed on each pressure condition found that all coatings exhibited strength above 240 
MPa as shown in Section 4.2.4. This is significantly higher than the highest strength observed for HH1 
coating of 140 MPa. Figure 5.23 plots all of the outer-fiber stress versus strain for each pressure condition 
previously shown in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 with the highest HH1 bent test result for HH1 previously 
shown in Figure 5.9 up to the point of the crack initiation where the stress dramatically drops. It was 
observed that all pressure conditions were stronger and tougher than the HH1 coating by a significant 
margin. It was also observed that as spray pressure increased from 172 kPa (25 psi) to 310 kPa (45 psi), the 
coating strength (and toughness) decreased from a maximum of 284 kPa for sample 25 BT1 to a low of 260 
kPa. Additionally, the 172 kPa spray condition tests had a curved peak stress with material yielding before 
finally cracking, whereas the 310 kPa tests each had a sharp drop immediately following peak strength.  
 
 
Figure 5.23 Bend test outer-fiber stress versus strain for each new composition spray pressure 
condition bend test plotted with HH1 coating results for comparison. 
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 The higher strength observed from the low pressure condition is expected as this condition had the least 
amount of oxides as shown in Figure 5.18. However, even though the high pressure condition contained 
over three times the oxide content of the low pressure condition (21% versus 64% area percent oxides), the 
strength was decreased by only about 25 MPa or roughly 9%. This is contrary to the HH1 observations 
where a ~5% decrease in oxide content resulted in an almost 30 MPa (30%) increase in average stress 
before first crack initiation. This suggests that the oxides formed within the new composition coating 
adhered to the splat matrix better, resulting in a less pronounced oxide effect. No large spherical shaped 




Figure 5.24 Effect of atomizing gas pressure on mean droplet diameter [58] (a) and effect of flight 
distance on particle velocity for various spray pressures [128] (b). 
 
 
 In addition to the oxide effect on strength, there also exists a particle size and velocity effect on strength. 
Increased pressure results in reduced droplet diameters and increased droplet velocities as shown in Figure 
5.24 (a) and (b), respectively. Note that Figure 5.24 (a) represents the TWAS of Fe-0.8C steel wires whereas 
Figure 5.24 (b) represents the TWAS of Ni-Al. The dotted lines in Figure 5.24 (a) represent the three 
pressure conditions that the new composition was sprayed with showing the significant reduction in mean 
droplet diameter decreasing by over 30%. The dotted line on Figure 5.24 (b) represents the spray distance 
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(0.2 m) used for the new composition coatings with the black dots representing the three spray pressure 
conditions. Though this represents TWAS of a Ni-Al alloy with smaller droplet diameters reported for the 
Fe-0.8C alloy, the relationship of velocity with spray pressure would be similar. The increased velocities 
and reduced droplet size would result in a finer splat structure with a greater degree of flattening which, in 
part, would offset some of the detrimental effects of the increased oxide content.  
5.2.3.3 Wear Testing – New Composition 
 Wear testing was performed on the 241 kPa and 310 kPa spray pressure conditions for the new 
composition coating (Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01) and compared with the reported HH1 wear rates, as 
well as, the results reported for the literature composition (FeCoCrNiMo0.2) discussed in Section 3.7.1.1 
used as the base for the new composition. Figure 5.25 shows the wear rates for the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 coatings 
prepared by APS and HVOF, the wear reported by Devasco for the HH1 coating, and the two wear tests 
conducted on the new composition for two pressure conditions. The new composition coating wear rate fell 
between the reported values for the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 coatings prepared by APS and HVOF. The 241 kPa 
new composition coating contained 33% oxides compared to the 12.7% oxide content of the HVOF coating 
and 47% oxide content of the APS coating [84]. The improved wear rate of the APS coating over the HVOF 
coating was attributed to the higher oxide content. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the 
Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 coating oxide content of 33% would have a wear rate in between these 
values, assuming similar oxides were formed. The result for the 310 kPa pressure condition contradicts this 
assumption having similar wear rates to the 241 kPa pressure condition even though the oxide content was 
almost doubled to 64% (higher than the APS coating). This suggests that the desired oxides responsible for 





Figure 5.25 Volume wear rates for thermal sprayed coatings. 
 
 
 As previously discussed in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the two wires making up the 
Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 composition did not mix resulting in a composite coating of splats formed 
either from the anode or cathode wires. However, each wire contained the elements necessary to form the 
desired spinel oxide AB2O4 (A = Fe, Co, Ni and B = Fe, Cr) with the exception of the anode not containing 
Ni. Figure 4.28 shows SEM images taken of the surface that reveal the presence of both abrasive and 
oxidation wear. Due to the presence of two splat materials, the wear was non uniform across the surface 
with visual regions of greater wear. Several almost perfectly circular regions are observed showing the 
presence of solidified droplets within the coating. In order to better characterize the worn surface, 
compositional maps were taken as shown in Figure 4.29. The regions protruding from the surface are shown 
to correspond to oxygen rich areas with the presence of oxides. This oxide layer prevents the sliding surfaces 
from direct metal-to-metal contact inhibiting abrasive wear [129]. Spot scan results presented in Figure 
4.30 revealed regions with greatly different oxide compositions with oxygen varying from 14 to 38 at. % 
and Fe varying from 15 to 45 at. %. Spot scan 1 and 3 corresponded to a regions consistent with Splat 2 
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composition and exhibited abrasive wear with oxides high in Fe content. Higher wear in these regions could 
be caused by the formation of oxide scales which exhibit poor adhesion. Spot scan 2 was taken with a Splat 
1 region and was found to contain 15-20 at. % of Fe, Ni, and Cr, 5-6 at. % Co and Mo and 34 at. % O. The 
presence of both Fe and Ni suggests that this represents the interface between Splat 1 and 2 where Splat 2 
has worn down revealing Splat 2. Splat 1 has a lower hardness than Splat 2 and represents the IN625, thus 
it is not surprising that the Splat 1 region appears to be wearing at a greater rate.  
 Due to the lack of mixing of the anode and cathode wires, the FCC solid solution was not formed. The 
APS FeCoCrNiMo0.2 coating wear rate was not achieved even with higher oxide contents, suggesting that 
the oxides formed within the Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 coating were not of similar structures having 
high solid solubility within one another [99]. This results in oxides not compacting into an oxide layer by 
constant stress which acts to cause a lubrication effect as suggested for APS FeCoCrNiMo0.2 coating [84, 
91]. That said, the new composition (Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01) coating has an order of magnitude 
better wear rate than that of HVOF sprayed IN625 with a reported volume wear rate of 18.6 × 10-4 mm3/Nm 
[130]. The wear rate of Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 coating was actually closer to the wear rate of 
HVOF sprayed IN625 containing 42 wt. % tungsten carbide.   
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
6.1 HH1 Coating 
 In this work, the HH1 coating was characterized and tested with the effect of input-voltage parameter 
investigated. The HH1 coating was found to be a complex mixture of martensitic steel splats, oxides 
primarily of Al2O3 and SiO2, and regions of elemental segregation. Splat hardness was found to be >500 
HV from Vickers indents taken within splats. Al2O3 was primarily found as long thin layers between splats; 
whereas, SiO2 was primarily found as large near-spherical shapes approximately 50 µm in diameter. 
Regions of element segregation were observed primarily of Ni and V. As voltage increased from 26.5V to 
36.5V, the amount of defects primary oxides decreased from 24.2% to 19.7%. It is hypothesized that, 
because with increased voltage there is a decrease in mean droplet diameter and increase in droplet 
temperature with constant deposition rate, there would be less time for surface oxidation on the splat layers 
before being covered by the next layer.  
 Utilizing four-point bend testing, it was found that the stress required to initiate the first coating crack 
increased from 88 to 125 MPa when input-voltage was increased from 26.5 to 36.5V. DIC strain imaging 
with load vs time plots tracked the strains in the coating during the stress and were used to correlate load 
drops during the test with the specific crack initiation. Analysis of the bend test fracture surface revealed 
the presence of many oxides decorating the surface (Al2O3, SiO2, and TiO2). Fracture parallel to the bending 
stress was along splat boundaries which have high amounts of Al2O3 present resulting in delamination of 
the splats. Brittle fracture occurred through the splat commonly initiating at a silicon or titanium oxide 
particle. 
6.2 New Composition Coating 
A new MPEA composition (Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01) was prepared and tested with the 
objective to achieve increased strength and toughness while maintaining a wear performance comparable 
to HH1. The effect of spray pressure parameter was investigated. Findings were compared with results for 
the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 literature composition which was used as the new composition base. It was found that 
the two different wires used in combination to achieve the desired composition did not mix within the arc, 
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in-flight, or on deposition. This resulted in a coating comprised of two different splat types correlating with 
the anode and cathode wire compositions. The cathode, comprised of a solid IN625 wire, generated splats 
with a hardness ranging from 310 – 360 HV. The anode, comprised of a cored wire with 430SS sheath 
material and 50/50 wt. % mixture of Mo and Co powder core, generated splats with a hardness ranging 
from 403 – 483 HV. As spray pressure was increased from 172 kPa to 310 kPa the oxide content increased 
from 21% to 64%. Oxides were found to exist in thin layers between splats. Oxides were primarily formed 
with Fe, Cr, Mo, and Co. 
An increased spray pressure from 172 to 310 kPa resulted in an average strength decrease of 22 MPa 
or 8% decrease. Thus, the effect of pressure on coating strength was less than the effect of input-voltage on 
the HH1 coating which saw a 22% decrease in strength when reducing voltage from 36.5V to 26.5V. The 
volumetric wear rate of the 241 kPa spray pressure condition was 1.93×10-4 mm3/N·m which fell between 
the APS and HVOF FeCoCrNiMo0.2 base composition wear rates of 3.9×10-5 mm3/N·m and 4.8×10-4 
mm3/N·m, respectively. However, this wear rate was over four times the wear rate of HH1. The 310 kPa 
spray pressure condition, with approximately two times the oxide content of the 241 kPa spray pressure 
condition, had a wear rate of 1.89×10-4 mm3/N·m which was virtually identical to the 241 kPa pressure 
condition test. It was suspected that, due to the anode and cathode not mixing, a more complex mixture of 
oxides formed than that of the FeCoCrNiMo0.2 base composition’s AB2O4 (A = Fe, Co, Ni and B = Fe, Cr) 
spinel oxides. This resulted in oxides that do not have high solid solubility in one another and would not 
form the oxide layer to which the APS FeCoCrNiMo0.2 coating superior wear was attributed. 
 In conclusion, the new Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 composition met the strength and toughness 
objective with stress achieved before cracking approximately doubling that observed of the HH1 coating. 
However, the wear rate objective was not met with the new composition having a wear rate almost four 
times that of the HH1. It cannot be concluded; however, that the Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 MPEA 
would have this wear rate. The anode and cathode would need to be the same composition to evaluate if the 
Thermo-Calc predicted FCC solid solution splat structure would form. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn 
about the mechanical properties of a properly mixed Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 MPEA.  
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK 
7.1 HH1 Coating 
Due to the limited scope of testing conducted for this work, additional modeling, characterization, and 
testing of the HH1 coating would prove useful. As previously discussed in Section 2.5 about solidification 
modeling, knowing the droplet diameter and temperature on impact with the substrate is critical to 
understanding the splat structure. A simple test that was conducted on a TWAS Fe-0.8 wt. %C steel to 
determine droplet size involved mounting the spray gun to the top of a 2.6 m long vertical chamber and 
spraying with the absence of a substrate so that droplets would solidify before reaching the base at which 
point the droplets/powder could be sieved [58]. As for the temperature, the use of an in-flight particle 
pyrometer has been employed which uses a two-color infrared pyrometer to give an average particle/droplet 
temperature over small measurement volume [57, 131, 132]. With accurate values for droplet size 
temperature of the HH1 composition, solidification modeling could be conducted. Values for residual stress 
could then be calculated using the elastoplastic model presented by Chen which takes into account the 
volume expansion for the martensitic phase transformation [51]. 
7.1.1 Bond Strength Test 
 The HH1 coating was reported to exhibit high bond strength with past attempts to use ASTM C 633 
Standard Test Method for Adhesion or Cohesion Strength of Thermal Spray Coatings resulting in adhesive 
failure meaning that the exact value of the bond strength could not be determined [133]. An alternative test 
was designed and proposed that would be able to measure bond strength with a schematic shown in Figure 
7.1. This test design is based in part on the “pin and ring” testing conducted on thermal sprayed WC-12Co 
coatings [134, 135]. The test works by aligning pin and ring top surfaces together and then sand blasting 
and thermal spraying to desired thickness. Once spraying is completed, the pin and ring can be fixed to the 
holders by fasteners screwed into the bottom of the ring. After the pin and ring are properly assembled into 
the holder, the set-up can be placed into a mechanical testing frame. The frame will load the sample pulling 





Figure 7.1 Schematic and transparent SolidWorks model of the pin and ring test proposed to measure 
the coating bond strength. 
 
 
7.1.2  Residual Stress Testing 
 The HH1 coating did not have a direct measurement of residual stress performed. Performing residual 
stress measurements would be valuable to avoid coating peeling and in understanding the compressive or 
tensile influence on mechanical properties. Residual stress arises from quench stress and differential 
thermal contraction stresses [136]. These stresses can be measured by either non-destructive or destructive 
methods [137]. Non-destructive testing for the HH1 coating could be conducted by the curvature monitoring 
method or with neutron diffraction which would be capable of providing a through-thickness stress profile 
without having to perform layer removal [138]. The curvature monitoring method involves comparing strip 
samples before and after thermal spraying [139]. Testing conducted on vacuum plasma sprayed NiCr 80-
20 coatings determined average residual stress by spraying a flat strip sample of known material and 





Figure 7.2 Sprayed sample showing curved radius developed after spraying with the definition of 
curvature parameter, K [139]. 
 
 
 The following equations were proposed to calculate the average residual stress intensity (𝜎𝑅) of the 
coating [136, 139]: 
 𝐾 = 6𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠(𝑡 + 𝑇)𝑡𝑇∆𝜀𝐸𝑟2𝑡4 + 4𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑡3𝑇 + 6𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑡2𝑇2 + 4𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑇3𝑡 + 𝐸𝑠2𝑇4 (7.1) 
with   
 𝜎𝑅 = 𝐸𝑟1 − 𝑣 × ∆𝜀 (7.2) 
or   
 𝜎𝑅 = 𝐾𝐸𝑟2𝑡4 + 4𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑡3𝑇 + 6𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑡2𝑇2 + 4𝐸𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑇3𝑡 + 𝐸𝑠2𝑇46𝑡𝐸𝑠(1 + 𝑣)𝑇(𝑡 + 𝑇)   
  (7.3) 
where, K is the curvature parameter after spraying, the Young’s modulus of the coating and substrate are 
represented by 𝐸𝑟 and 𝐸𝑠 respectively, T represents the substrate thickness while t represents the coating 
thickness, and v being the Poisson ratio. 
 Residual stress can also be evaluated by destructive testing such as by the hole drilling method (ASTM 
E837) [140]. Thermal spray coatings like HH1 generally have non-uniform stresses through the thickness 
so a modification of ASTM E837 to perform incremental steps (20-40 µm) using an integral method is 
recommended [141]. Figure 7.3 (a) – (c) show the hole-drilling set-up, strain gauge rosette, and drill 
position. Due to issues with accurately measuring the drilling steps the results for this test were not included 
in this work. That said, proper testing using this measurement could prove useful in obtaining residual stress 





Figure 7.3 Hole-drilling set-up on the HH1 coating (a), magnified image of the strain gauge rosette 
(b), and image of drill positioned over the middle of the strain gauge. 
 
 
7.2 New MPEA Composition 
 Due to the lack of wire mixing discussed in Section 5.2.1, the desired splat composition was not 
achieved. In order to evaluate the Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 MPEA discussed in Section 3.7.1.2, 
anode and cathode wires would need to be of identical composition. By having identical wires, the splat 
structure could be compared with the Thermo-Calc predicted composition. If the TWAS 
Fe0.32Co0.08Cr0.2Ni0.32Mo0.07Ta0.01 coating forms similar oxides to the APS FeCoCrNiMo0.2 coating, it is 
expected that the wear rate could be drastically increased from the 1.89 × 10-4 mm3/N·m to the reported 
3.91 × 10-5 mm3/N·m [84]. It was shown that spraying at 310 kPa resulted in a coating with a greater oxide 
content than that of the APS meaning that wear rate could theoretically be further increased. Additionally, 
the strength was not significantly reduced at this spray pressure, leaving room for the possibility of a coating 
with improved wear and dramatically increased strength and toughness over the HH1 coating. Granted the 
cost would be significantly higher than that of HH1 due to the presence of Mo and Co. However, with the 
use of Thermo-Calc, these costly elements could be reduced resulting in a composition almost half the price 
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